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ABSTRACT
Conventional gasoline-powered engines operate with a stoichiometric air-fuel
ratio (AFR), but greater fuel economy is achieved in lean burn engines by increasing the
AFR. The primary drawback to these engines is the nitrogen oxide (NO X) emissions,
which cannot be reduced over a conventional three-way catalyst (TWC). Passive
selective catalytic reduction (SCR) is a promising approach for the control of NOX
emissions in lean burn systems. By periodically decreasing the AFR to fuel-rich levels,
ammonia (NH3) can be produced over a TWC and stored on a downstream SCR catalyst
for the reduction of NOX during normal lean operation. While passive SCR has shown
promise, work to date has not sufficiently examined the effects of physical or chemical
degradation on the TWC in a passive SCR system or how these factors are affected by the
transient nature of passive SCR. Furthermore, many questions about the formulation of
the TWC have yet to be answered.
This work is focused on answering these questions to better understand NH 3
production over TWCs and the degradation mechanisms of passive SCR. Using
commercially formulated TWCs, the effects of hydrothermal aging and sulfur dioxide
(SO2) are examined, while model catalysts are synthesized to investigate the roles of ceria
on the catalyst. Hydrothermal aging at 920°C for 100 hours results in significant noble
metal sintering as well as degradation of both oxygen storage and NOX storage
components. Long term exposure to 2 ppm SO2 results in significant deactivation of
catalyst activity, which is attributed primarily to the deactivation of water gas shift and
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steam reformation reactions. These sulfur effects can be partially mitigated by lowering
the AFR during rich operation. Finally, in the investigation of ceria, it was found that low
levels of ceria promote water gas shift, but elevated levels result in inhibition of catalyst
reduction.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
Despite the growing prevalence of alternative fuels and renewable energy,
petroleum-based fuels still accounted for 92% of transportation energy use in 2017 [1].
The combustion of these fuels produces several gas phase environmental pollutants.
Chief among these are carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxides (NO X), and unburned
hydrocarbons (HC). The primary means by which automotive emissions from gasoline
engines are controlled is a three-way catalyst (TWC). The TWC derives its name from its
ability to eliminate the three primary environmental pollutants present in automobile
exhaust through the simplified reaction set shown in equations 1.1–1.3.
CO

+

(O2, NOX)

→

CO2

(1.1)

CxHy

+

(O2, NOX)

→

CO2 + H2O

(1.2)

NOX

+

(H2, CO, HC)

→

N2

(1.3)

TWCs contain platinum group metals (PGM), usually Pd, Pt, and/or Rh, as their
primary active sites and are usually supported on a metal oxide like alumina (Al 2O3) or
ceria (CeO2). In order for all of the pollutants to be reduced through this process, the
engine must be run with a stoichiometric air-fuel ratio (AFR). This allows for the
oxidation reactions to fully convert CO and HC emissions, while also allowing for the
reduction of NOX to take place.
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While a TWC is effective in decreasing the emissions of these harmful pollutants,
it can do nothing to decrease CO2 emissions. The only methods for decreasing CO2
emissions are through carbon capture, which is not very feasible for mobile sources, or a
decrease in the consumption of hydrocarbon-based fuels. Of the petroleum used in the
United States, 42 was used to power gasoline engines in cars and light trucks, as shown in
Figure 1.1 [1]. This is a significant portion of the total United States energy consumption
and represents a viable target sector for combatting the rising demand for petroleum in
the United States. Even a modest increase in the fuel economy of these small gasoline
engines can have a significant impact on the rising petroleum consumption of the United
States and, by extension, its production of environmental pollutants.

Figure 1.1: United states petroleum use by source.
Lean-burn gasoline engines are a promising technology to improve fuel economy.
By combusting gasoline with a high AFR, lean burn engines provide increased fuel
efficiency and, by extension, decreased carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions. Research
conducted by Parks et al. has shown that operating in a fuel lean environment can
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increase an engine’s efficiency by up to 15% over stoichiometrically operated engines
[2]. However, because the TWC needs a stoichiometric AFR, operating a system with
excess air prevents the TWC from fully converting NOX due to a lack of reductants. In
fact, even with a TWC, the system studied by Parks et al. produced NOX emissions up to
0.35 g/mile, far exceeding the 0.03 g/mile combined NOX and non-methane organic gas
(NMOG) limit set by EPA Tier 3 regulations [3]. This limitation of TWCs represents a
significant hurdle and currently the primary obstacle to the widespread commercial
implementation of highly efficient lean-burn engines.
The challenges related to NOX abatement in oxygen-rich exhausts have been a
well-known obstacle for both lean burn gasoline engines and diesel engines for decades.
The primary methods for the elimination of NOX in these exhaust systems fall into two
categories: NOX storage and reduction (NSR), which has previously been used in leanburn gasoline engine exhaust, and selective catalytic reduction (SCR), which has seen
widespread implementation in diesel engine exhaust systems [4]. Much like standard
TWCs, NSR catalysts use PGM for the oxidation and reduction reactions. In addition,
these NSR catalysts incorporate a NOX storage component (NSC), usually Ba, to trap the
inlet NOX as nitrate species for later reduction [5]. To reduce the NOX stored on the
catalyst and regenerate it, NSR systems require the engine to run with an excess of fuel
for a brief period (< 5 s) before resuming lean operation for a much longer period (1-2
min). The first NSR systems were designed by Toyota in the mid 1990’s [6]. Since then,
NSR systems have seen some commercial success, being implemented by various
automobile manufacturers over the last 20 years [7]. However, these systems, in their
current form, are unable to meet United States emissions standards. This is because
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during the rich phase regeneration of the NSR catalyst, a significant portion of the stored
NOX is not fully reduced to N2. This results in a large amount of N2O and NOX emissions
[8,9].
The alternative to an NSR system is the SCR of NOX in the exhaust using an
added reductant. Urea is the most commercially successful SCR reductant, being
implemented into both stationary pollution sources and diesel engines [10,11]. In a ureaSCR system, the oxidation of CO and HC emissions take place upstream on a diesel
oxidation catalyst (DOC). The DOC has similar composition to a typical TWC, though
specialized for oxidation reactions [12]. Downstream from the DOC, a urea solution is
injected into the hot exhaust where it is rapidly hydrolyzed into NH3. This NH3 is utilized
over a specialized SCR catalyst to reduce excess NOX emissions. There are three main
types of catalyst used for SCR in diesel exhausts: vanadia, Cu-exchanged zeolite, and Feexchanged zeolite catalysts. Vanadia SCR catalysts have a long history of research and
they have been implemented in various diesel exhaust treatment systems [13,14].
However, these vanadia catalysts have several deficiencies. These include high activity
for the formation of N2O and SO3, rapid hydrothermal degradation at temperatures above
550°C, and vanadia’s toxicity combined with its volatilization above 650°C [15–17]. Ionexchanged zeolite catalysts were first developed in the 90’s and have received a
significant amount of attention more recently because they address many of these issues
[15,16]. Though early ion-exchanged zeolite catalysts had issues with hydrothermal
stability, more recent work has produced small-pore Cu-zeolite catalysts with excellent
hydrothermal resistance that are able to maintain their activity over a wider temperature
window such as SSZ-13 and SAPO-34 [18,19]. The full mechanism, surface species
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formed, and rate limiting step of urea-SCR on a Cu-zeolite catalyst were studied by
Janssens et al. They concluded that the “standard” SCR and “fast” SCR reactions
(equations 1.4 and 1.5) form a complementary reaction cycle, where the rate-limiting step
is the oxidation of NO into a nitrate on the Cu site [20].
4NH3

+

4NO

+

O2

→

4N2

+

6H2O

(1.4)

2NH3

+

NO

+

NO2

→

2N2

+

3H2O

(1.5)

While they have proven effective in reducing NOX emissions in exhaust systems
for diesel engines, there are some concerns with implementing one of these urea-SCR
emission control systems in a lean burn gasoline engine. They require several additional
design considerations over traditional, stoichiometrically operated gasoline systems.
First, they require an additional tank to store the urea solution. This can be costly for a
small vehicle where space is at a premium, and it can be off-putting to consumers to have
an additional tank to fill. Second, they require a urea injection and control system. This
can be expensive to produce for the automobile manufacturer since it requires several
additional sensors and plumbing to transport and inject the urea [21].
An alternative to traditional urea SCR systems is a system called passive SCR,
which was first proposed in 2010 by Li et al. at GM [22]. This system requires the engine
to periodically operate in a fuel rich phase, much like an NSR system. However, rather
than the reduction of stored NOX, the goal of this rich phase is to produce NH3 over a
TWC. This NH3 can then be stored on a downstream Cu-exchanged zeolite catalyst,
allowing for reduction of NOX during lean operation. A significant amount of work has
shown that NH3 yield can approach 100% under appropriate conditions [23]. While this
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system has shown some promise, there remain many factors that have not been
thoroughly examined thus far. There are distinct challenges in evaluating the TWC in this
system that have not been addressed previously in literature.

1.2 Three-way catalyst activity
Because this work is concerned with the evaluation of TWCs in passive SCR
systems, it is important to first discuss TWCs themselves. It is important to be aware that
these reactions are occurring in parallel on the catalyst surface, with many surface species
potentially interacting. Furthermore, many of these individual reactions have a multitude
of potential reaction pathways suggested in the literature, and there is still significant
debate on dominant pathways. For discussion purposes, the reactions will be divided into
three categories: the elimination of CO, the elimination of HCs, and the elimination of
NOX.
The elimination of CO occurs through the reactions shown in equations 1.6-1.8.
CO can be oxidized directly by O2, producing CO2. Because, fundamentally, the
oxidation of CO by O2 only requires the introduction of a single oxygen atom, the
reaction is easily studied, and a significant amount of work has been conducted on its
activity [24–29]. This body of work shows that, while it is a simple reaction, it is possible
that CO oxidation can occur through several different mechanisms on an automotive
TWC. The first and most common is the Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism [30,31]. In
this case, the reaction occurs between an adsorbed CO and an adsorbed O atom on the
PGM surface. This adsorbed O atom is primarily generated from the dissociative
adsorption of O2. Another suggested mechanism is the Eley-Rideal mechanism whereby a
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gaseous CO reacts with an adsorbed O atom [32]. Finally, research has shown that CO
oxidation can occur through a Mars-van Krevelen mechanism [31]. In this case, CO
reacts with a lattice O in a metal oxide (usually ceria), creating an oxygen vacancy. This
vacancy can then be refilled by O2 in the exhaust.
CO

+

O2

→

CO2

(1.6)

CO

+

H2O

↔

CO2

+

H2

(1.7)

CO

+

NOX

→

CO2

+

N2

(1.8)

CO can also be oxidized by NOX, as shown in equation 1.8. This process is
generally considered to exclusively occur through a Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism
whereby an adsorbed CO species and an adsorbed NO (or NO 2) species react over the
PGM to form CO2 and an adsorbed N atom [33]. Finally, CO can be eliminated through
reaction with H2O via the water gas shift reaction, producing both H2 and CO2. There are
two primary mechanisms that have been suggested for this reaction: the associative
mechanism and the redox mechanism [34]. For the associative mechanism, it has been
suggested that the H2O can dissociatively adsorb on the metal oxide support, creating
both an adsorbed OH species and an adsorbed H atom. The CO then reacts with the
adsorbed OH species at the interface between the metal oxide and noble metal, producing
a formate intermediate. This intermediate can then dissociate into CO 2 and an adsorbed H
atom, which can then recombine to form molecular H2. The redox mechanism relies on
the interface between the metal oxide support and the PGM surface. In this mechanism,
the metal oxide at the interface goes through a redox cycle. First, it is reduced by a CO on
the PGM surface, leaving an oxygen vacancy. This vacancy is subsequently filled by an
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adsorbed H2O, producing molecular H2. Numerous studies, both computational [35], and
experimental [36,37], have illustrated the importance of this interface in the activity for
the water gas shift reaction. While there is still a debate on the dominant reactive
pathway, a large amount of evidence seems to suggest that the redox mechanism is
dominant [38].
The elimination of hydrocarbons is shown in equations 1.9-1.11. Each reaction
listed is the elimination of the HC with different oxidants. In general, for the oxidation
reaction, the hydrocarbon adsorbs on the catalyst surface, and is then oxidized piecemeal
by adsorbed NOX or O2 on the surface. It was suggested by Burch et al. that the most
important fundamental step is the activation of the first C-H bond [39]. They claimed
that, after this initial activation, the sequential oxidation of the hydrocarbon is “relatively
facile.” Still, a multitude of potential reactive intermediates have been suggested during
the oxidation of hydrocarbons [40]. The elimination of hydrocarbons is distinct from the
elimination of CO due to the presence of numerous fundamental steps. This can result in
several intermediates that are sufficiently stable for desorption, such as CO and lower
chain hydrocarbons.
CXHY

+

O2

→

CO2

+

H2O

CXHY

+

NOX

→

CO2

+

H2O

CXHY

+

H2O

↔

CO2

+

H2

(1.9)
+

N2

(1.10)
(1.11)

The reactions that participate in the elimination of NOX are shown in equations
1.12-1.14. The reduction of NOX is generally considered to occur through the adsorption
and reduction of NO or NO2 on the PGM surface. The reduction of adsorbed NO is
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caused by the interaction with H, CO, or hydrocarbon adsorbates on the PGM surface,
leaving an N atom adsorbed on the surface. An alternative to the reduction of NO
adsorbed on the surface is the dissociative mechanism discussed at length by François
Garin [41]. In this mechanism, the adsorbed NO can simply dissociate into N and O on
the surface, followed by the scavenging of the adsorbed O species by reductant species.
Regardless of the mechanism of generation, the adsorbed N species can recombine with
each other to form N2. However, the adsorbed N atoms can also react with other species
on the surface. If an adsorbed N atom reacts with an adsorbed NO species, they can
desorb as N2O [42,43]. Alternatively, if the N atom reacts with H atoms on the surface, it
can be hydrogenated to form NH3. In a real exhaust system, when the engine operates at a
low AFR, more NH3 will be produced, while a higher AFR will result in NOX
breakthrough.
NOX

+

CO

→

N2 (N2O, NH3)

+

CO2

(12)

NOX

+

H2

→

N2 (N2O, NH3)

+

H2 O

(13)

NOX

+

CXHy

↔

N2 (N2O, NH3)

+

H2

(14)

The literature presented here shows a complex and interconnected network of
reactions. Even when considering isolated reactions on individual components, much of
the literature is still in disagreement as to the fundamental reaction steps taking place.
When all of the reactions are taking place at the same time, with multiple potential
reductants and oxidants, the complexity is increased dramatically. Understanding the
reactions taking place on a TWC is further complicated by the fact that the operating
conditions, both temperature and chemical composition, can change dramatically during
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operation. Even in a stoichiometrically operated engine, there will always be fluctuations
in the operational AFR [44]. AFR value changes the concentration of both oxidants (NO X
and O2) and the reductants (CO, H2, and HCs) in engine exhaust. This can alter the
conversion of various pollutants, as well as the products that result from their conversion.
When operating even slightly rich, CO and HC emissions increase drastically, and NO X
emissions are converted to NH3. Likewise, when operating under a lean AFR, NOX
becomes very difficult to reduce.

1.3 Three-way catalyst composition
The active metals used in the TWC formulation can have a strong effect on the
activity for these various reactions. The most common components are Pd, Pt, Rh, Ce,
and Ba. The primary active metal on TWCs is generally Pd and/or Pt. These noble metals
have very good activities for the primary reactions, particularly the oxidation of HCs and
CO [25]. Pt was the standard TWC material for a long time. This is due to Pt’s high
activity for the three primary reactions as well as its high resistance to chemical
deactivation from sulfur and other contaminants in engine exhaust. This activity was
often supplemented with a small loading of Rh, to provide the catalyst with additional
activity for NO reduction [45]. Pd catalysts saw widespread implementation more
recently to lower costs of TWCs. While much of the initial interest in Pd catalysts was
economic, they have proven to have several advantages over the more traditional Pt/Rh
TWC. Pd catalysts have shown improved hydrothermal stability and increased activity
for the conversion of hydrocarbons. However, these catalysts have also shown increased
susceptibility to chemical poisoning by contaminants in the exhaust, such as SO 2. Thus,
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as gasoline composition regulations become stricter, the drawbacks of Pd catalysts
continue to be diminished. However, in recent years, Pd prices have increased to match
those of Pt, so the economic benefits have diminished. Currently, many commercial
TWC formulations will include some loading of all three components.
In addition to the PGM loading, modern automotive catalysts will often include
Ce and/or Ba for oxygen storage or NOX storage, respectively. Ce was first suggested as a
promoter for TWCs in 1982 by Gwan Kim [46]. Since then, Ce has seen widespread
implementation as both an oxygen storage material and a catalytic promoter [47,48]. It
acts as an oxygen storage component due to the Ce3+/Ce4+ redox cycle. The storage of
oxygen is very important for the treatment of gasoline engine exhausts. Because a
stoichiometrically operated engine has small fluctuations between slightly rich and
slightly lean, the presence of an oxygen storage component allows for the catalyst to use
stored oxygen when the engine exhaust is slightly rich, and for it to regenerate the stored
oxygen while the exhaust is slightly lean [49]. Beyond its use as an oxygen storage
component, Ce acts as a promoter in several areas. First, it improves the stability of the
catalyst through increased hydrothermal resistance to PGM particle sintering and support
decomposition [50]. Second, it is essential in the TWC’s activity for the water gas shift
reaction. It has been shown that the interface between the PGM and ceria is far more
active than the interface between the PGM and alumina. These interface sites have also
been shown to have lower activation energy for CO oxidation. Furthermore, Ce has been
shown to decrease CO light off temperature due to electronic interactions with the PGM
particles. In many catalyst formulations, the activity of Ce is promoted by incorporating
Zr. When Zr is incorporated into Ce, its stabilization effects and oxygen storage behavior
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are both significantly improved [48,51]. The mobility of oxygen through bulk Ce-Zr is
also more active than that of Ce alone [52].
NSR catalysts for lean-burn gasoline engines require a large amount of NO X to be
stored on them during lean operation [7]. Ba performs well as a NO X storage component
due to the fact that it readily forms barium nitrates (BaNO3) on its surface [53,54]. Then,
during the rich catalyst regeneration, the BaNO3 species decompose into NOX which is
reduced after its release. By this consistent, reversible process, the catalyst can eliminate
the majority of NOX emissions throughout its useful life. While storage materials, such as
Ce, Ce-Zr, and Ba provide essential functionality in the control of emissions, they also
present additional challenges. These storage materials strongly bind sulfur species present
in the exhaust, resulting in steady deactivation of the catalyst throughout its operation
[55–57].

1.4 Evaluating three-way catalysts for passive selective catalytic reduction
In literature, most applied TWC evaluations are conducted under stoichiometric
or fuel lean conditions. Stoichiometric conditions are used to simulate the operation of a
standard gasoline engine, while lean conditions are used to simulate the operation of
diesel or lean-burn gasoline engines. Evaluating catalysts for Passive SCR presents
unique challenges when compared to these stoichiometric or lean evaluations.

The

operation of a passive SCR system requires long-term rich operation, during which the
direct oxidation of all reductants will not be possible. Therefore, the activity of water gas
shift and steam reforming reactions are significantly more important to control CO and
HC emissions in comparison to stoichiometric or lean operation. Furthermore, relatively
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little of the extensive TWC research has been conducted on the production of NH 3 which
is essential in the operation of a passive SCR system.
The production of NH3 through the reduction of NOX has long been seen as a
reaction route to be minimized in order to prevent excess NH3 production. However,
since the passive SCR system has been proposed, research has been conducted on the
promotion of NH3 production on TWCs, optimizing reaction conditions and catalyst
formulations to maximize NH3 yield and further understand the underlying effects [58].
The reaction mechanism for NH3 production from NOX and H2 over Pd was investigated
by Rahkamaa-Tolonen et al. [59]. They suggested that NH3 was produced primarily
through the sequential hydrogenation of surface N species by surface H species. As
discussed above, the N species are produced through the reduction of NO on the surface,
while H species are produced primarily through the dissociative adsorption of H 2. Work
by Oh and Triplett showed that the presence of CO in the exhaust stream can have
beneficial effects on the reduction of NOX to NH3 on Pd-based TWCs [60]. They found
that the presence of CO can lead to the production of additional H2 via the water gas shift
reaction. Also, CO can aid in the reduction of NO, meaning that less H 2 is required to
fully reduce the NO to NH3. It is possible that the addition of CO is also leading to the
creation of isocyanate species on the surface. The hydrolysis of these species has been
suggested as another NH3 production mechanism, and was researched extensively my
Mark Unland in the 1970’s [61–63]. In this mechanism, surface N species react with
adsorbed CO to form an isocyanate. This isocyanate can then be hydrolyzed by adsorbed
H2O, forming NH3. The comparative contribution of sequential hydrogenation and
isocyanate hydrolysis is still contested in the literature, though it is likely that their
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contribution is heavily influenced by the temperature and the reductants present in the
exhaust [58,60,64].
A study by Adams et al. focused on NH3 production on supported Pt and Pd
catalysts [65]. They found that both Pt and Pd on Al2O3 were very effective for the
production of NH3. However, it was determined that Pd catalysts were more effective due
to their increased activity for WGS and the potential for reactive intermediates, such as
isocyanates, to form on the surface. Furthermore, previous studies within this research
project have used simulated exhaust studies to show that TWCs can produce the required
NH3 during fuel rich operation to reduce NOX emissions, and still have up to 10%
increased fuel economy [66]. These results were validated through testing on a real
engine [67]. This work has shown that NH3 production over TWCs is a viable route for
the delivery of NH3 to an SCR catalyst. However, for passive SCR to become
commercially viable, the system must be able to continue to perform even after physical
and chemical deactivation. Physical deactivation is caused by the harsh hydrothermal
conditions in the exhaust stream where temperatures can reach an excess of 900°C,
leading to extensive catalyst sintering and loss of activity. Chemical deactivation is
caused by the presence of chemical species, particularly lead, phosphorus, and sulfur,
which bind strongly to the catalyst, leading to blocked sites, formation of stable inactive
species, and structural degradation.
When evaluating TWCs in this work, there are several key gas phase species that
are relevant in a passive SCR system. These fall into two categories: nitrogen species and
reductants. The nitrogen species monitored are NH3, NOX, and N2O, while the reductants
measured are H2, CO, and C3H8. Monitoring the nitrogen species illustrates the extent of
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NOX reduction over the TWC. The inhibition of NOX reduction can prevent the formation
of NH3 and increase the formation of N2O. Meanwhile, monitoring the reductants, and
their relative concentrations, can help elucidate changes in the activity of secondary
reactions, such as the water gas shift and steam reforming reactions.
NH3 production is necessary for the passive SCR system to function, therefore
maximizing its production during the rich phase is a primary objective. Monitoring NO X
is also necessary for TWC evaluation. NOX in the lean phase is not expected to be
reduced over the TWC, it can be reduced over the downstream SCR catalyst. However,
NOX slip in the rich phase is a much greater concern. The SCR of NO X, as discussed
above, functions through a redox cycle, which requires oxygen to be present. Therefore,
if any NOX is not converted over the TWC in the rich phase, it will likely not be reduced
over the SCR catalyst. The final nitrogen species being monitored is N 2O, which is a very
strong greenhouse gas. While N2O is rarely found in engine-out exhaust, it can be
produced over the TWC through partial reduction of NOX. Previous literature on NSR
systems has found that the formation of N2O can be a significant concern during the
transition from lean operation to rich operation [9,68].
On the reductants side, the key gas phase species are CO, C 3H8, and H2. CO,
while it can be beneficial to the reduction of NOX to NH3, should be minimized in the
rich phase. Since the rich phase will have insufficient oxidants for the conversion of CO,
this is accomplished through the water gas shift reaction to convert CO and H 2O to H2
and CO2. It is aksiC3H8 is used to simulate unburned hydrocarbons in these experiments
due to its prevalence in automotive exhaust and its difficulty in being oxidized during
lean phase operation compared to similarly prevalent hydrocarbons. Much like rich phase
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CO control through the water gas shift reaction, C3H8 control in the rich phase is
primarily through the steam reforming reaction. The production of H 2 through both the
steam reforming and water gas shift reactions is very beneficial for the production of
NH3, as shown in previous literature [69,70]. Thus, while the CO and C 3H8 emissions
should be minimized during rich operation, H2 should be maximized.
.
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CHAPTER 2
EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Experimental Techniques
2.1.1 Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM)
Electron microscopy is a powerful tool for the characterization of catalytic
materials. In this work, STEM is used for imaging and elemental mapping of the catalyst
surface on a nm scale. Specifically, images are collected using High Angle Annular Dark
Field (HAADF) imaging and energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy. STEM works
by taking a concentrated beam of electrons and scanning that beam over the catalyst
surface in a raster pattern. A detector is positioned on the opposite side of the sample.
This detector is used to create an image of the catalyst based on the intensity of the
electrons.
HAADF images are obtained by contacting the catalyst sample with the electron
beam at a high angle. The electrons are scattered incoherently through the Rutherford
scattering mechanism. This leads to an image with a strong Z-contrast. Images obtained
from HAADF can help differentiate between elements with very different Z values,
issues arise when elements have similar molecular weights or heavier elements are used
in the support. This creates a situation where the intensity from the support can saturate
the image and prevent the identification of lower molecular weight particles on the
surface. EDX can be used to accurately determine the presence of individual elements
across the catalyst surface, even when many elements are present. When an element is
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contacted with the high energy electron beam, it releases a characteristic x-ray emission.
These x-rays are detected at each location for the STEM and can be used in conjunction
with the z-contrast images obtained from HAADF to increase the confidence in the
identification of specific elements on the catalyst surface.
The STEM images used in this work were obtained from the FEI Talos F200X
S/TEM system at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory Low Activation Materials
Development and Analysis (LAMDA) facility [71]. It is a 200 keV S/TEM, equipped
with an XFEG high-brightness Schottky-type field emission gun electron source. The
system has four STEM detectors: three detectors used for high-angle, medium-angle, and
low angle annular dark field imaging and one detector used for bright-field imaging. In
addition to the STEM detectors, the system includes four silicon drift detector units
arranged symmetrically around the sample used for EDX.

2.1.2 X-Ray Diffraction
XRD is a technique that allows for the characterization of crystalline materials.
When a monochromatic x-ray beam of a known wavelength (λ) is fired at a crystalline
surface, the angle (θ) at which constructive interference occurs can be used to determine
the spacing between individual atoms (d) in a crystal plane. This relation is called
Bragg’s Law and is shown in equation 2.1. Each XRD spectra will contain several peaks
corresponding to the d-spacing in different crystal planes. This d-spacing is characteristic
of individual elements and can be used to identify not only what elements are present, but
also the presence of any alloys.
(2.1)

𝑛𝜆 = 2𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑛(θ)
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The intensity and width of these XRD peaks are also useful in catalyst
characterization. The width of a peak on a 2θ scale at half its maximum intensity (also
called the full-width at half maximum or FWHM) is inversely proportional to the degree
of crystallinity in the sample. This is because, when the number of crystal planes is
limited, the range of angles that can be diffracted is increased. When the x-ray
wavelength (λ), angle of diffraction (θ), and the FWHM in radians (β) are known, the
crystallite size (τ) can be determined using Scherrer’s equation shown in equation 2.2.
This equation also includes a shape factor (K), that is determined by the shape of the
crystallites in the sample.

τ=

(2.2)

( )

2.1.3 Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectroscopy
FTIR is a useful technique for the identification of chemical species and their
concentration in catalyst evaluation. Infrared spectroscopy works by measuring the
wavenumbers of infrared radiation that are absorbed by a sample due to its vibrational
states. Specifically, infrared spectroscopy selects for vibrational modes that correspond to
a change in the dipole moment of the analyte. What differentiates FTIR is the use of an
interferometer, which allows for the entire IR spectra to be measured simultaneously in
the form of an interferogram. This interferogram undergoes a Fourier Transform which
results in the final spectra.
In this work, gas phase FTIR is conducted with an MKS MultiGas 2030 FTIR
Continuous Gas Analyzer. The infrared source is Silicon Carbide @ 1200°C. The
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reference laser is a Helium Neon laser with a wavenumber of 15798.2cm -1. The IR
detector is a mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) detector cooled by a liquid N 2 reservoir.
The system contains a 200 mL volume and 5.11 m pathlength multi-pass gas cell. The
cell is constructed from nickel-plated aluminum, while the mirrors are coated in gold.
The windows for the gas cell are zinc selenide to prevent degradation. The system is
capable of a 5hz scanning rate, with a detection limit of ~1ppm for most species of
interest.

2.1.4 Mass Spectrometry
Mass spectrometry is a technique for the identification of chemical species based
on their molecular mass. By ionizing molecules and accelerating them through a tuned
electric field, individual mass/charge ratios can be isolated. These are then detected using
a secondary electron multiplier (SEM). This theoretically allows for the detection of any
gas in the 1-200 amu range. However, due to the extensive overlap of molecular weights
and the tendency for molecules to fragment in mass spectrometry, there is a significant
amount of cross sensitivity when multiple gases are present.
In this work, a Pfeiffer Vacuum PrismaPlus mass spectrometer is used in
conjunction with gas phase FTIR for residual gas analysis during catalyst evaluation in a
cycling reactor system. Mass spectrometry is useful in this regard because it can detect
chemical species, such as O2 and H2, that cannot be detected through FTIR, while FTIR
can be used to accurately detect many different chemical species present. Both
measurement techniques also provide good time resolution to capture transient activity
during cycling
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2.1.5 Wet Impregnation
Wet impregnation is a catalyst synthesis method used in this work to synthesize a
range of model Pd/CeOX/Al2O3 catalysts. Wet impregnation involves adding a known
mass of catalyst support into a solution with a known concentration of metal precursor.
This mixture is then dried to remove moisture which results in the deposition of metal
precursor onto the dried support. After deposition, the catalyst is calcined at high
temperature to stabilize the metal deposited on the surface and remove contaminants.
Finally, the catalyst is often reduced to remove metal oxides and other contaminants that
were not removed under calcination conditions.

2.2 Catalysts and Reactors
2.2.1 Commercial Catalyst Formulations
Commercial catalysts were used to evaluate the effects of hydrothermal aging and
sulfur exposure on TWCs in passive SCR. Catalyst samples were cut from fully
formulated commercial catalyst monoliths in 2 cm diameter, 5 cm length cylindrical
cores. Table 2.1 gives an overview of the two catalysts evaluated. The Pd-TWC sample
was taken from the front end of a dual zone TWC inside a 2009 PZEV (Partial Zero
Emissions Vehicle) Chevrolet Malibu. It contains Pd as the primary active metal on the
surface, but also contains low loadings of other metals, including Ce and Ba, as
promoters. The NS-TWC sample was provided by Umicore. While the NS-TWC still has
a significant loading of Pd, the catalyst also contains Pt and Rh, as well as significant
amounts of Ce for oxygen storage capacity (OSC) and Ba for NO X storage capacity
(NSC).
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Table 2.1: Commercial catalyst formulations
Description

Pt (g/L)

Pd (g/L)

Rh (g/L)

OSC

NSC

Pd-TWC

0

7.33

0

Low

Low

NS-TWC

2.47

4.17

0.05

High

High

These two catalysts are used extensively throughout this work and were chosen
based their high performance in previous reactor studies at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory [72]. In these reactor studies, the Pd-TWC showed better high temperature
activity than any other formulation evaluated, maintaining high NH 3 production up to
650°C. Under the same conditions, the NS-TWC showed better low temperature activity
than the other catalyst formulation tested. This is attributed to the NSC, which allows the
catalyst to store NOX in the lean phase, extending the amount of time running lean.
However, the NS-TWC’s performance suffered at higher temperatures (>550°C), where
the Ba is not as active for NOX storage, and the Ce is still active for oxygen storage. This
leads to longer reduction times during the transition from lean to rich phase, causing
longer rich times.
These two catalysts also illustrate two distinct approaches to the TWC component
of a passive SCR system. The Pd-TWC has very low loadings of storage materials.
Because of this, during lean/rich cycling, the Pd-TWC will rapidly transition to a steady
state activity after the operating condition changes. In contrast, the NS-TWC has
substantial amounts of both OSC and NSC. This could be very beneficial because a
passive SCR system undergoes constant lean/rich cycling, much like an NSR system.
This can allow for the storage of NOX in the lean phase, and the usage of stored NOX to
form NH3 in the rich phase, further improving fuel efficiency. However, many of the
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same problems that generally effect NSR systems could also hamper the performance of
the NS-TWC such as N2O and NOX emissions during transition from lean to rich
operation.

2.2.2 Steady state reactor
A flow reactor was used for the steady state evaluation of commercial catalyst
samples in this work. The system is equipped with MKS 1179A Mass-Flo controllers to
control the flow of reactor gases including O2, CO, H2, NO, SO2, C3H8, CO2, and N2.
Water is introduced to the system through an Eldex Optos HPLC pump. The catalyst is
loaded into a 25 mm diameter quartz tube reactor, which is heated by a Thermo Scientific
Lindberg/Blue M TF55035C tube furnace. The catalyst itself lies outside of the heated
zone, in a heavily insulated area as shown in figure 2.1. In this case, the furnace acts
much like a gas preheater, rather than heating the catalyst directly. This more closely
simulates the realistic operation of a TWC, where the catalyst itself is unheated, which
leads to more realistic temperature profiles during operation. An omega k-type
thermocouple is used to monitor the temperature of the gas entering the catalyst, and
three more are used to monitor the catalyst temperature at the inlet, the middle, and the
outlet.

Figure 2.1: Standard reactor configuration
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2.2.3 Cycling Reactor
Cycling activity of catalyst monolith samples is measured in a flow reactor
controlled through a LabVIEW program. The apparatus is equipped with 13 MKS 1479A
Mass-Flo controllers to control inlet gases. Water delivery is handled through an Eldex
Optos HPLC pump. The water is introduced through a capillary tube heated to 250350°C to vaporize it before introduction into the carrier gas. The carrier gas temperature
is maintained at ~200°C to prevent water condensation. After water introduction, the
reactive gases are added to the gas mixture before the introduction to the catalyst. The
catalyst is housed in a 25mm quartz tube heated by a Thermo Scientific Lindberg/Blue M
TF55035C tube furnace under the same configuration shown in Figure 2.1. While the
bulk of the reactor effluent is flowed into the gas phase FTIR for analysis of most gas
phase species, a small sample is pulled through a capillary tube to determine the
concentration of H2 and O2 by mass spectrometry. The FTIR used is the MKS Multigas
2030HS, outlined in section 2.1.3. The mass spectrometer is a Pfeifer Vacuum
PrismaPlus, outlined in section 2.1.4. The backgrounds for both of these instruments is
taken in pure N2 flow.
Because this system is designed to measure the cycling activity of a catalyst
sample, it is necessary to be able to consistently and quickly switch between lean and rich
phases. A LabVIEW program controls the switching in automated cycles. The switching
itself is conducted through pneumatically actuated 1/8-inch Valco medium temperature
switching valves. These allow for switching times of < 0.5 seconds with ideally zero dead
volume. The LabVIEW program is capable of automated cycling based on a variety of
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conditions. The conditions used in this work are timed cycles and integrated cycles.
During timed cycles, rich phase time and lean phase time are designated, and the program
switches between the lean and the rich phase based on that timing. During integrated
cycling, the cycles are controlled through the integration of FTIR or mass spectrometer
signals. During passive SCR tests, the lean phase is controlled through the integration of
the combined NO and NO2 signal (NOX), while the rich phase timing is controlled
through the integration of NH3 as shown in figure 2.2. This is beneficial for the
evaluation of a passive SCR system because it assures that the requisite NH 3 to reduce
the NOX will always be produced. The program integrates the outlet NOX during the lean
phase, switching to the rich conditions when the total NOX reaches 0.027 mol/L catalyst.
Then, the program monitors the outlet NH3, and switches back to the lean conditions
when the total NH3 reaches the same 0.027 mol/L catalyst limit. This threshold was
chosen because it corresponds to 25% of the NH3 storage capacity on a Cu-zeolite
catalyst of an equivalent volume.

Figure 2.2: Time series data for NOX and NH3 showing automated integration and
switching method used for feedback-controlled cycling
During operation, the consistency of the cycling as well as the calibration of the
chemical measurement is essential for the evaluation of these catalysts. To this end,
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before each evaluation, a bypass run is conducted to ensure consistency of cycling
measurements as well as provide calibration points for the interpretation of FTIR and
mass spectrometry data. Figure 2.3 shows the signal for CO from FTIR and H 2 from mass
spectrometry. The signal for CO shows very consistent readings, matching very close to
the 0.2% and 1.6% targets for lean and rich operation, respectively. The H 2 signal must
be normalized to the desired concentrations of 0% and 0.8% in the lean and rich phase.
The mass spectrometer signal can also show variations, and the signal can be altered
based on other chemicals present in the gas mixture. This is corrected by the operation of
a bypass run using simulated exhaust before each reactor evaluation. This gives a twopoint calibration for the lean and rich H2 concentrations being used. The H 2 signal during
operation can then be normalized to the bypass.

Figure 2.3: Bypass signal for CO from FTIR and H2 from mass spectrometry.
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CHAPTER 3
THE EFFECTS OF HYDROTHERMAL AGING ON THREE-WAY
CATALYST PERFORMANCE IN PASSIVE SELECTIVE CATALYTIC
REDUCTION SYSTEMS
3.1 Introduction
Hydrothermal aging of TWCs has been a major concern since their inception.
Research throughout the years has shown that metal sintering is one of the primary
sources of catalyst deactivation during operation [73,74]. Researchers have looked at
several methods to reduce metal sintering in TWCs, from promoters to the effects of
different supports [75,76]. However, to date, there has not been an adequate method for
maintaining small particles in realistic exhaust conditions due to the harsh hydrothermal
conditions present. As such, an increase in metal particle size on the TWC will always
occur during regular operation and continue throughout the useful life of a TWC [77].
Another consideration is the loss of interaction between the active metal and the oxygen
storage component (OSC) present on the catalyst. The interaction between these species
is beneficial for low temperature CO oxidation as well as the water gas shift and steam
reforming reactions [78]. Beyond the sintering of the metal on these catalysts, the species
responsible for oxygen storage (Ce) and NOX storage (Ba) can also deteriorate. Under
aging conditions, ceria loses a large amount of surface sites from phase segregation and
agglomeration on the surface [52,78]. NOX storage capacity (NSC) suffers from
degradation through a different mechanism. While the barium does lose surface sites
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from sintering, the majority of its deactivation comes from the formation of barium
aluminate and barium cerate at elevated temperatures [79,80]. The formation of these
stable mixed metal oxides prevents the formation of barium nitrate, thus reducing the
potential NOX storage on the catalyst.
The effects of hydrothermal aging on the SCR catalyst is also a concern. Previous
work has shown that some Cu-zeolite SCR catalysts can degrade under hydrothermal
conditions, particularly Cu-ZSM-5 [81,82]. However, as illustrated by Fickel et al. some
small-pore Cu-zeolite formulations can show high hydrothermal resistance [19]. While
the effects of SCR catalyst aging will be a concern for the real-world implementation of a
passive-SCR system, the evaluation of these effects is outside of the scope of the current
work.
Here, we examine the effects of 100 hours of four-mode hydrothermal aging on
two commercially formulated TWCs for the purposes of implementation into a passive
SCR system. This aging procedure exposes the catalyst to stoichiometric CO oxidation
conditions in addition to periodic oxidizing and reducing conditions. These periodic
oxidizing and reducing conditions are essential to model the aging of a catalyst in a
passive-SCR system, where lean/rich cycling is a continuous process during operation.
The metal particle size and CO light-off temperature are monitored throughout the aging
process. Furthermore, the activity of the fully aged catalyst samples is compared to the
activity of degreened samples under both steady state and lean/rich cycling evaluations.
The primary activities of concern in these evaluations are the conversion of CO, NO X,
and hydrocarbons, as well as the production of NH3. Furthermore, in the lean/rich cycling
experiments, changes in NOX storage and oxygen storage are also monitored.
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3.2. Experimental
3.2.1 Catalyst Formulations
The catalysts used in this work are those discussed in Chapter 2.2.1. The catalyst
formulations are shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Commercial catalyst formulations
Description

Pt (g/L)

Pd (g/L)

Rh (g/L)

OSC

NSC

Pd-TWC

0

7.33

0

Low

Low

NS-TWC

2.47

4.17

0.05

High

High

3.2.2 Four-mode Hydrothermal Aging Procedure and Apparatus
The apparatus used to conduct catalyst aging utilizes four MKS Mass-Flo 1179A
mass flow controllers to control the flow of UHP N2, CO2, CO, and O2. The water is
introduced through a temperature-controlled bubbler with N 2 flowing through it. The
gases then flow through a Thermo Scientific Lindberg/Blue M TF55035C tube furnace
with a 25 mm quartz tube reactor. Two O2 sensors (LCAN N6) are installed at the inlet
and outlet of the reactor. These allow for monitoring of the oxygen content and ensure
proper cycling. Inside of the reactor tube, quartz rods are used to help preheat the gas,
and the catalyst is insulated just outside of the heated zone of the furnace, as shown in
Figure 3.1. This allows for the catalyst to be heated through the exothermic CO
oxidation, and more closely resembles a real system, where the catalyst itself is not
heated. Omega K-type thermocouples are used to measure the temperature of the inlet
gas, catalyst inlet, catalyst mid bed, and catalyst outlet (Gas, In, Mid, Out, respectively).
The mass flow rates, bubbler temperature, and furnace are all controlled through
LabView on a connected PC. The O2 concentration at the reactor inlet and outlet as well
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as the temperatures measured by the thermocouples in the reactor tube are recorded
through the same LabView program.

Figure 3.1: Hydrothermal aging reactor setup
Catalyst aging begins with a ramp up to aging temperature under stoichiometric
operating conditions. Once it reaches the desired temperature, it is exposed to cycling
conditions using the four-mode hydrothermal aging procedure shown in Table 3.2. The
transition between the phases was controlled through the variation of O 2 and N2 flow to
maintain a constant space velocity. The first portion is a stoichiometric phase lasting for
330 seconds during which the catalyst is used for CO oxidation at 920°C in the presence
of water. The second phase is a short fuel rich phase where the oxygen flow is turned off,
leading to reduction of the catalyst. Next, the catalyst is again operated under
stoichiometric conditions for 10 seconds before transitioning to the fourth phase: a short
fuel lean phase, where the O2 flow is increased, while the N2 and, by extension, the H2O
are decreased to compensate. Catalyst samples were aged for 25, 50, and 100 hours using
this procedure.
Table 3.2: Four-mode hydrothermal aging procedure

Phase 1: Stoich
Phase 2: Rich
Phase 3: Stoich
Phase 4: Lean

Time

Temperature

HO

CO

CO

O

N2

SV (hr-1)

330s

920°C
890°C
910°C
900°C

10%

10%
10%
10%
10%

2%

1%
0%
1%
10%

Bal.
Bal.
Bal.
Bal.

50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000

10s
10s
10s

2

10%
10%
9%

2

2%
2%
2%
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Each sample was aged in five segments, with the temperature being ramped down
and back up between each segment. This means that the 25 hr aged sample was ramped
up to 920°C under stoichiometric conditions, aged for 5 hours using the aging procedure,
and then ramped back down under stoichiometric conditions. Similarly, the 50hr aged
sample was aged in 10 hr aging segments, and the 100 hr aged sample was aged in 20 hr
segments. During the ramp up on each of these segments, the temperature in the catalyst
mid bed (TMid) increases sharply as the exothermic CO oxidation reaction lights off, as
shown in Figure 3.2. By monitoring the point that TMid intersects with TGas it is possible
to determine changes in the light-off temperature. While this number is not equivalent to
the standard measurements of T90 or T50, it does give an idea of the qualitive changes in
CO oxidation light off during the hydrothermal aging process.

Figure 3,2: Light-off on the Pd-TWC during first 20 hours of aging
After 25, 50 and 100 hours of aging, palladium particle sizes were determined
using both STEM and H2 chemisorption measurements. Samples for this evaluation were
obtained by grinding the catalyst monolith. STEM images were taken on the TALOS
system at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory’s Low Activation Materials Development
and Analysis (LAMDA) facility [71]. The particle sizes were determined by sampling at
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least 100 metal particles using a combination of high angle annular dark field (HAADF)
images and energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) images. The chemisorption
measurements were taken using H2 titration on a Micromeretics AutoChem II
Chemisorption Analyzer system with UHP H2. The dispersion of Pd on the surface was
determined, and particle size measurements were estimated assuming hemispherical
metal particles.

3.2.3 Steady State Activity
Fresh and aged catalyst samples are evaluated in the steady state reactor outlined
in Section 2.2.2. The catalysts are tested at 400°C under conditions simulating various λ
values as shown in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3: Gas compositions simulating various λ values
λ

0.95

0.96

0.97

0.98

0.99

1.00

O2 (%)

0.96

1.02

1.07

1.12

1.17

1.22

CO (%)

2.0

1.8

1.6

1.4

1.2

1.0

H2 (%)

1.0

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

NO (%)

0.06

C3H8 (%)

0.1

H2O (%)

11

CO2 (%)

11

SV (hr -1)

27,000

The reactor gas for these evaluations is composed of O 2, CO, H2, NO, C3H8, H2O,
CO2, and balanced with N2 at a space velocity of 27,000 hr-1. Values of λ are varied
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through the flow of O2, CO, and H2. C3H8 is chosen as the model hydrocarbon due to its
difficulty in being oxidized under lean conditions, which allows us to evaluate this
approach under a worst-case scenario basis [66]. During evaluations, the outlet steady
state concentrations of four components were analyzed: NH3, CO, C3H8, and NOX. From
these concentrations, the conversion of NO, CO, and C 3H8 were calculated, as well as the
production of NH3.

3.2.4 Cycling Activity
The activity of the catalysts after 100 hours of hydrothermal aging was evaluated
under lean/rich cycling conditions in the cycling reactor outlined in Chapter 2.2.3. These
catalysts were compared to catalysts degreened at 700°C for 16 hours in 10% O 2, 10%
H2O, balance N2. The catalysts were tested under two separate cycling conditions, fixed
load and load step. The fixed load condition simulates regular operation of the engine,
where the same engine load is required for both the lean and rich phases. This means that
the fuel being fed into the engine is constant, but during the lean phase, additional air is
introduced to increase the λ value, leading to increased space velocity in the lean phase.
Load step simulates the opportunistic production of NH3 during periods of high load on
the engine. During these periods, the fuel introduced into the engine is increased,
resulting in higher space velocity and increased temperatures in the engine. This period of
increased load leads to high levels of NOX being present in the engine exhaust, allowing
for a large amount of NH3 to be produced and stored on the downstream SCR catalyst.
These conditions are outlined in Table 3.4. Both conditions simulate cycling between a
lean phase λ of 2.0 rich phase λ of 0.97, found to be the optimum in previous reactor and
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engine experiments. Due to the lean/rich cycling, the temperature of the catalyst is
changing constantly throughout the evaluation. Because of this, the results are reported as
a function of the gas inlet temperature for all cycling experiments.

Table 3.4: Simulated exhaust cycling conditions
Fixed Load

Load Step

Rich

Lean

Rich

Lean

0.97

2.0

0.97

2.0

λ

1.07

10

1.07

10

O2 (%)

1.6

0.2

1.6

0.2

CO (%)

0.8

0

0.8

0

H2 (%)

0.06

0.036

0.12

0.036

NO (%)

0.1

0.06

0.1

0.06

C3H8 (%)

11

6.6

4.95

6.6

H2O (%)

11

6.6

4.95

6.6

CO2 (%)

27,000

45,000

60,000

45,000 SV (hr -1)

For the cycling experiments, several quantities were calculated. The NOX storage
was calculated by integrating the NOX breakthrough during the transition from rich to
lean. The oxygen storage was calculated by integrating the reductant breakthrough during
the transition from rich to lean. The rich phase NH3 yield was calculated by measuring
the average NH3 produced during the rich phase and comparing it to the inlet NOX. Rich
phase CO conversion was calculated by measuring CO slip during the rich phase and
comparing it to the inlet CO. The average C3H8 conversion was calculated over both the
lean and rich phase. To determine projected fuel consumption, in-engine fuel
consumption for both fixed load and load step operation was measured directly on a lean-
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burn gasoline engine under lean and rich conditions [83]. These numbers were then used
to calculate the projected fuel consumption based on the amount of time running rich vs.
lean using feedback-controlled cycling. These numbers assume that the downstream SCR
catalyst is capable of storing and reducing the requisite NOX during operation.

3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Hydrothermal Aging Progression
The four-mode hydrothermal aging procedure led to significant sintering of the
active metal on Pd-TWC samples. The particle sizes were measured by both STEM and
chemisorption at four stages during the aging procedure: a fresh catalyst sample, which
has not been aged, as well as samples aged for 25 hours, 50 hours, and 100 hours. The
sample that has been aged for 100 hours represents a catalyst at the end of its projected
useful life. An example of the contrast between HAADF and EDX maps are shown in
figure 3.3. This comparison illustrates the limitations of using exclusively HAADF to
determine particle sizes as the z-contrast is not high enough. However, when EDX maps
are implemented, the boundaries between different elements becomes clear, and
individual particles can be measured.

Figure 3.3: HAADF, Ba EDX map, and Pd EDX map on 50hr aged Pd-TWC sample
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The particle size distributions for the Pd-TWC samples at each stage of aging, as
well as the number of particles analyzed, and their average size are summarized in figure
3.4. As the catalyst is aged, the average particle size increases from 3.9 nm for the fresh
catalyst, to 36 nm for the catalyst aged for 100 hours. In addition to the increase in
average particle size, the particle size distribution also increases. As the catalyst is aged,
the standard deviation of the Pd particle size increases from 0.8 nm to 13 nm.

Figure 3.4: Particle size distribution from STEM for Pd-TWC samples
STEM results were supported by hydrogen chemisorption measurements on the
catalyst samples. Particle sizes determined for Pd-TWC samples from both STEM and
chemisorption tests are summarized in Figure 3.5. In contrast to STEM measurements,
which are two dimensional pictures of catalyst particles, chemisorption measures the
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metal dispersion and calculates the particle size assuming hemispherical particles.
Despite the differences the measurement techniques, the calculated particle sizes show
close agreement. While the average diameter of the metal particles is initially less than 5
nm, after 25 hours of aging, the particle size exceeds 20nm according to both
chemisorption and STEM measurements. Continued aging leads to further increased
particle sizes and after the full 100 hours of aging, the average particle size exceeds 30
nm regardless of method used.

Figure 3.5: Particle sizing for the Pd-TWC
catalyst throughout aging
Aging also led to increases in CO light off temperature for both catalysts, which is
a concern due to the potential increase in cold-start emissions [84–86]. Figure 3.6 shows
the change in light-off temperature for both the Pd-TWC and the NS-TWC catalysts as
monitored in the aging reactor. The light-off temperature rapidly increases during the first
5-10 hours of aging and remains constant for the remainder of the aging time. This is
consistent with previous research, where smaller metal particles have been shown to be
more active for low temperature CO oxidation because they can more closely interact
with OSC on the catalyst [87,88]. Once the particles begin to sinter, this interaction
becomes less effective, which leads to a sharp increase in light off temperature during the
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initial 10-20 hours of aging. After this initial increase in light off temperature, the light
off temperature stays constant throughout the remaining aging time.

Figure 3.6: Light off temperature measurements taken during first 80 hours of aging for
the Pd-TWC and the NS-TWC samples
3.3.2 Steady State Activity
The effect of hydrothermal aging on steady state activity was determined through
experiments testing fresh catalysts and samples aged for 100 hours. These samples were
tested under a range of λ values, as described in section 2.2. The results shown in Figure
3.7. illustrate the difference between fresh catalysts and aged catalysts. CO and C 3H8 slip
are increased strongly through hydrothermal aging on the Pd-TWC sample. This
deactivation can be attributed to a combination of oxidation activities for the various
reductants present in the simulated exhaust, as well as the water gas shift and steam
reforming reactions. Small PGM particles improve the activity of these reactions through
interactions with the OSC and by increasing the prevalence of interface sites between the
PGM and oxide. Interactions between the OSC and the PGM are beneficial for the
oxidation reactions, while the interface sites have been shown to be active for the water
gas shift reaction [37,87]. When the catalyst is aged and both the PGM and OSC sinter,
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these interactions are no longer effective, and the prevalence of interface sites is
drastically decreased, leading to deactivation in each of these reactions.

Figure 3.7: Steady state activity for the Pd-TWC (top) and the NS-TWC (bottom) at
400°C for λ values ranging from 0.95-1.01
Decreases in both CO and C3H8 conversion are also observed for the NS-TWC.
However, the NS-TWC maintains near complete hydrocarbon conversion in the rich
phase, even after the full 100 hours of aging. This is likely due to the increased activity
for the steam reformation reaction originating from the increased ceria loading.
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Furthermore, while the conversion of CO on the fresh NS-TWC sample was lower than
the conversion on the fresh Pd-TWC sample, the effect of hydrothermal aging on the CO
conversion over the NS-TWC is less than that observed on the Pd-TWC. This is
particularly evident at λ values above 0.98, where the NS-TWC maintains the same
conversion even after aging. Retention of catalyst activity is likely caused by the presence
of substantially higher amounts of OSC on the NS-TWC, which leads to a higher amount
of PGM-OSC interface sites, even after aging. This allows the NS-TWC to maintain its
activity for oxidation, water gas shift, and steam reforming reactions.
In contrast to CO and C3H8 conversion, NOX conversion is not strongly affected
by hydrothermal aging, maintaining near 100% conversion at both stoichiometric and all
rich λ values. Furthermore, the NH3 selectivity is maintained at nearly 100% when
operating at a λ lower than 0.98. While interface sites and OSC interaction will be more
important for the removal of CO and C3H8, the same is not true for NOX conversion and
NH3 production, both of which are active on the bulk PGM surface. Therefore, even
though the catalyst undergoes extensive particle sintering, the available PGM surface is
still sufficient for NOX conversion and NH3 production.

3.3.3 Cycling Activity
The activity of the catalysts under lean-rich cycling conditions was
measured in a bench flow reactor capable of feedback-controlled cycling. The catalysts
were cycled between λ values of 0.97 and 2.00, as outlined in Table 3.4. The
measurements taken from the aged catalysts are compared to evaluations conducted on
catalysts that were degreened at 700°C for 16 hours in a gas mixture of 10% O 2, 10%
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H2O, balance N2. Time series data for the aged sample of the Pd-TWC under fixed load
and load step conditions at 350°C are shown in Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8: Time series data for fixed load and load step conditions on a hydrothermally
aged Pd-TWC sample evaluated at 350°C.
Under fixed load conditions, where a constant load on the engine is simulated, the
time spent in the lean phase and the time spent in the rich phase are relatively similar
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because the NOX flux in the system is constant. However, using load step, where the
opportunistic generation of NH3 during periods of high load is simulated, the rich phase
is shorter because increasing the load on the engine results in greatly elevated NO X flux,
allowing for more NH3 to be generated. These cycling experiments allow us to simulate
catalyst performance under realistic operating conditions. They also allow us to capture
the effects of hydrothermal aging on oxygen and NOX storage capacity by studying the
lean-rich transitions. This is particularly important for the NS-TWC, which includes
significant levels of OSC and NSC, both of which showed significant deactivation during
aging.
Figure 3.9 shows the strong deactivation of NSC from hydrothermal aging on
both the Pd-TWC and NS-TWC. While the Pd-TWC does have a low loading of Ba that
allows for the storage of NOX, the NS-TWC stores significantly more NOX under all
conditions compared to the Pd-TWC samples. The NSC is heavily deactivated by the
hydrothermal aging procedure shown here. At 350°C, the amount of NO X stored on the
aged NS-TWC sample is roughly 25% of that on the degreened sample. This is
significant because it inhibits the primary advantage of using an NSR-type catalyst for
passive SCR: using NSC to prolong the lean phase. The deactivation mechanisms of the
NSC have been studied by previous researchers [79,80]. It has been shown that the
primary mechanism for the loss of NSC is the formation of barium aluminate and cerate
on the surface. This formation occurs above 800°C for the cerate and above 850°C for the
aluminate. Therefore, the sample degreened at 700°C does not lose NSC through this
mechanism, but the sample aged at 920°C loses a significant amount of NSC by forming
these highly stable species. In a standard NSR system, the catalyst is only exposed to
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such high temperatures during excursions to high temperature for the purposes of
desulfation [57,89]. However, the hydrothermal aging presented here simulates a closecoupled catalyst, resulting in significantly higher temperatures. Because the NS-TWC
loses a majority of its NOX storage, the amount of time the system can operate lean is
decreased, which will cause a net increase in projected fuel consumption; therefore, for
this application and this catalyst it would be preferred to not exceed 850°C. This could be
accomplished by moving the NS-TWC further downstream in the exhaust treatment
system.

Figure 3.9: Average NOX stored per cycle on the Pd-TWC and NS-TWC for degreened
(circles) and aged (square) samples
Figure 3.10 shows the changes in OSC from hydrothermal aging for both PdTWC and NS-TWC. On the Pd-TWC, the low temperature OSC is decreased, but it is
similar to the degreened sample above 450°C. Similarly, the NS-TWC also shows
strongly deactivated low temperature OSC. However, above 450°C, the aged catalyst
shows increased OSC during cycling. As previously mentioned, hydrothermal aging of
catalysts containing ceria results in phase segregation between ceria and alumina, as well
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as agglomeration of ceria on the catalyst surface [51,90]. This leads to significantly
decreased surface ceria sites but can increase the total ceria available for oxygen storage.
At low temperatures, only the surface ceria is active for OSC, but, as the temperature is
increased the ceria becomes active for bulk oxygen diffusion. This results in significantly
decreased low temperature OSC, but the high temperature OSC is increased.

Figure 3.10: Average O2 stored per cycle on the Pd-TWC and NS-TWC for degreened
(circles) and aged (squares) samples.
Figure 3.11 shows the NH3 yield for each catalyst sample and operating condition
as a function of catalyst inlet temperature. On the Pd-TWC, the low temperature activity
for NH3 production remains unchanged, which is consistent with results from steady state
experiments. However, at higher temperatures, the aged catalyst shows decreased
activity. In contrast to the Pd-TWC, the NH3 yield on the aged NS-TWC sample is
increased at temperatures below 450°C and similar to the degreened activity above
450°C. The primary cause for this is the deactivation of the OSC on the NS-TWC. This
loss of OSC could be due to phase segregation and/or degradation of the cerium oxide
structure, leading to a loss of surface area, as suggested in previous literature [91]. During
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the transition from lean to rich, the catalyst must be reduced before the production of NH 3
can begin. Because the hydrothermal aging procedure leads to significant loss of OSC on
the NS-TWC, it allows for production of NH3 in the rich phase to begin more quickly and
allows for a shorter overall rich phase.

Figure 3.11: Rich phase NH3 yield for Pd-TWC (top) and NS-TWC (bottom) for both
fixed load (left) and load step (right) conditions comparing degreened (circles) and aged
(squares) samples
The production of N2O for each catalyst sample and operating condition is shown
in Figure 3.12. N2O production can be a concern for the operation of a lean/rich cycling
system. In an NSR system, N2O emissions frequently occur when the stored NOX is being
reduced due to only partial reduction of the surface nitrates. These catalysts show a
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similar trend. Over the Pd-TWC, there is less than 1ppm average N 2O produced during
the rich phase, regardless of whether the catalyst has been aged or degreened. In contrast,
the degreened NS-TWC shows an average of 6-7ppm N 2O during the rich phase at
350°C. The aged NS-TWC sample shows decreased N2O production. This is likely due to
the decrease in NOX storage as shown in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.12: Average rich phase N2O production for the Pd-TWC (top) and the NS-TWC
(bottom) for both fixed load (left) and load step (right) conditions comparing degreened
(circles) and aged (squares) samples
Figure 3.13 shows the effects of hydrothermal aging on CO conversion. The
primary effect on both catalysts is a decrease in CO conversion at low temperatures,
while at higher temperatures, the degreened and aged activities are closer. This is
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consistent with steady state results and light off curves, which showed a strong decrease
in CO oxidation activity at low temperature. As discussed previously, these low
temperature changes are likely attributed to the loss of active surface area as well as
PGM-OSC interface sites.

Figure 3.13: Rich phase CO conversion for Pd-TWC (top) and NS-TWC (bottom) for
both fixed load (left) and load step (right) conditions comparing degreened (circles) and
aged (squares) samples
On the NS-TWC, the low temperature CO conversion was not as strongly
deactivated as it was on the Pd-TWC, which is consistent with results from the steady
state experiments. Again, this is likely attributed to the higher loading of OSC, which
allows for it to maintain a larger portion of the highly active PGM-OSC interface sites.
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The effect of hydrothermal aging on overall C3H8 conversion is shown in figure
3.14. The Pd-TWC shows slight C3H8 breakthrough at 350°C. Under both fixed load and
load step conditions, there is no significant change in the C 3H8 conversion and both the
aged and the degreened Pd-TWC samples show similar concentrations of C 3H8 in the
outlet. However, on the NS-TWC, the C3H8 conversion is significantly lower compared
to the Pd-TWC. Furthermore, the aged sample shows better cycle-averaged conversion
than the degreened sample.

Figure 3.14: Average C3H8 conversion for Pd-TWC (top) and NS-TWC (bottom) for both
fixed load (left) and load step (right) conditions comparing degreened (circles) and aged
(squares) samples
These changes are primarily attributed to the deactivation of the NSC on the NSTWC during hydrothermal aging. Because the degreened sample retains a large amount
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of NSC, as shown in Figure 3.9, the lean phase lasts longer than it does when the aged
sample is used. This leads to a longer time that the catalyst is under oxidizing conditions,
leading to higher C3H8 slip. This is a significant concern for meeting the emissions
regulations of 0.03 g/mile of combined NMOG + NOX emissions. Because of this, it may
be necessary to introduce an additional cleanup catalyst downstream from the SCR
catalyst to deal with C3H8 and CO slip in the final emissions control system.

Figure 3.15: Projected fuel consumption for Pd-TWC (top) and NS-TWC (bottom) for
both fixed load (left) and load step (right) conditions comparing degreened (circles) and
aged (squares) samples
The projected fuel consumption relative to stoichiometric operation is shown in
figure 3.15. While CO and C3H8 emissions are a concern, they do not affect the projected
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fuel consumption because they do not influence the feedback-controlled cycling. The
only factors that will have an effect are NH3 production, NOX conversion, and NOX
storage. On Pd-TWC, the projected fuel consumption benefits at high temperatures are
slightly decreased due to the decrease in the NH3 production on the aged catalyst. This
increases the length of time the system must operate under fuel rich conditions, during
which the fuel consumption is increased. However, the low temperature projected fuel
consumption remains unchanged. On the NS-TWC, the projected fuel consumption
benefit is decreased at lower temperatures due to the loss of NSC. This causes shorter
lean phases at low temperatures and, by extension, higher projected fuel consumption.
The loss of OSC proved beneficial on the NS-TWC because it allowed for a more rapid
breakthrough of NH3 during the rich phase. Despite the effects of aging, both catalysts
maintained sufficient activity to operate a passive SCR system, with projected fuel
consumption ranging from 91-98% of stoichiometric fuel consumption in the temperature
range observed.

3.4. Conclusions
Hydrothermal aging using a four-mode aging protocol led to significant
deactivation in two fully formulated commercial automotive catalysts. The primary
means of deactivation is the sintering of the active metal, with the average diameter of
palladium particles on a Pd-TWC increasing from < 5 nm to > 30 nm over the course of
100 hours of aging. The CO light off temperature also increased due to aging, particularly
during the first 25 hours due to metal sintering and OSC degradation. After aging, the
steady state activity of the two catalysts was measured using simulated exhaust gas
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mixtures approximating a wide range of λ values at 400°C. In these experiments, the PdTWC showed significantly decreased activity for CO and C 3H8 conversion. However, the
NS-TWC was not as strongly affected and maintained higher steady state activity for the
conversion of CO and C3H8. Despite the extensive hydrothermal aging, catalyst
deactivation did not extend to the reduction of NOX to NH3. Both catalysts maintained
close to 100% conversion of NO in all rich phase operation as well as a steady state
selectivity to NH3 near 100% for all λ values lower than 0.98.
Transient studies allowed for further probes into the effects of hydrothermal
aging. Many of the results from the steady state tests were corroborated. For the most
part, the catalysts maintained their NH3 production, while the conversion of NOX, CO,
and C3H8 were heavily deactivated. However, under cycling conditions, the effects of
OSC and NSC were far more pronounced. This led to significant differences between the
Pd-TWC and the NS-TWC. There were significant levels of OSC and NSC degradation
on the NS-TWC through aging, significantly affecting the cycling activity compared to a
degreened sample. The loss of NSC led to shorter lean phases on the aged catalyst,
causing higher projected fuel consumption. Degradation of the OSC led to decreased
oxygen storage at low temperature. This proved beneficial for the system, as it caused the
catalyst to be reduced more quickly in the rich phase, allowing for more rapid
breakthrough of NH3, leading to a shorter rich phase and reducing the overall fuel penalty
accrued while running rich. However, the aged NS-TWC sample actually stored more
oxygen than the degreened sample at temperatures over 450°C. Overall, while the fourmode hydrothermal aging procedure led to significant particle sintering, as well as loss of
OSC and NSC, the aged catalysts still proved effective in producing the necessary NH 3
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for the operation of a passive SCR system with projected fuel consumption ranging from
91-98% compared to stoichiometric operation.
.
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CHAPTER 4
THE EFFECTS OF SULFATION ON THREE-WAY CATALYST
PERFORMANCE IN SIMULATED PASSIVE SELECTIVE CATALYTIC
REDUCTION EXHAUST
4.1 Introduction
Chemical deactivation of catalysts is a significant concern, particularly in the case
of automotive catalysts, where several contaminants present in fuels and lubricants can
lead to significant loss of catalyst activity. Lead, phosphorous, and sulfur are some of the
most prevalent species that lead to significant chemical deactivation in automotive
catalysts. Lead poisoning of automotive catalysts was one of the earliest concerns in their
introduction. When Pt automotive catalysts were initially introduced for HC and CO
control, lead-based additives to gasoline were prevalent. The effectiveness of these Ptbased catalysts was severely limited until regulations brought the lead content down.
Still, the deactivation of catalysts by lead species was a major concern. Lead has been
found to preferentially interact with noble metals, rather than the metal oxide support in
several formulations [92]. Phosphorus poisoning of automotive catalysts is due primarily
to the presence of the antiwear gasoline additive zinc dialkyldithiophosphate (ZDDP)
[93]. In contrast to lead poisoning, phosphorus poisoning of catalysts occurs primarily
through the formation of phosphates with the metal oxide support. Studies have shown
evidence for both aluminum phosphates and cerium phosphates as well as other less
prevalent species [94].
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More recently, particularly as elements like Pd, Ce, and Ba have become more
common, research into sulfur poisoning has become much more crucial. Sulfur poisoning
under stoichiometric or oxidizing conditions leads to the formation of stable sulfate
species on the catalyst, forming particularly stable compounds with Ce and Ba. Ce is used
as a support, promoter, and oxygen storage component (OSC). When ceria is poisoned by
sulfur, it forms highly stable ceria sulfates. This has been shown to increase CO light-off
significantly in Pd/CeO2/Al2O3 catalysts [56]. Ba is used primarily as a NOX storage
component (NSC). Barium sulfates have shown even greater stability than cerium
sulfates, and the deactivation of barium due to sulfur is a large concern, particularly in
NOX storage and reduction (NSR) catalysts.
Regarding noble metals, Pd has shown a large degree of susceptibility to sulfur
poisoning compared with Pt and Rh [95,96]. Furthermore, the susceptibility of noble
metals to sulfation is increased under rich conditions, where research has found PtS
species present on Pt-based NSR catalysts during regeneration [97]. One of the primary
reasons that Pd catalysts have been implemented so widely in last 20 years is due to the
improving gasoline contaminant regulations [98]. While the subject of sulfur poisoning
on TWCs has received extensive attention in previous literature, its relevance to passive
SCR has not been thoroughly investigated. This work is focused on evaluating the longterm effects of exposure to realistic concentrations of SO2 on the TWC, with specific
attention paid to considerations involved in the operation of a passive SCR system.
Here, we examine the effects of realistic levels of SO 2 in simulated exhaust on
two hydrothermally aged, commercially formulated TWCs for the purposes of
implementation into a passive SCR system. The catalysts are evaluated before sulfation,
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after sulfation, and after desulfation. The sulfation procedure exposes the catalysts to
2ppm SO2 at 350°C for 12.5 hours under simulated exhaust conditions. The catalysts are
desulfated through cycling at 650°C for 3 hours.

4.2. Experimental:
4.2.1 Catalysts and Reactor:
The catalysts studied in this chapter are the catalysts that were hydrothermally
aged for 100 hours from the previous chapter. These formulations are described in
Chapter 2.2.1 and the specifications are shown in Table 4.1. The exhaust experiments
presented in this chapter are conducted in the cycling reactor described in Chapter 2.2.3.

Table 4.1: Hydrothermally aged commercial catalyst formulations
Description

Pt (g/L)

Pd (g/L)

Rh (g/L)

OSC

NSC

Pd-TWC

0

7.33

0

Low

Low

NS-TWC

2.47

4.17

0.05

High

High

4.2.2 Simulated Exhaust and Sulfation Procedure
Exhaust is simulated under two different conditions, fixed load and load step.
Fixed load simulates passive SCR operation when the engine is under a constant load.
However, during automotive operation, the load requirements of the engine are changed
frequently, and when the engine is under heavy load, the NOX produced under rich
conditions is increased. This increased NOX can be used to opportunistically produce
additional NH3 by running rich when the load requirement of the engine is increased.
This process is simulated by the load step condition, where the rich phase is under a
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much higher simulated load. The conditions for lean and rich for both fixed load and load
step conditions are shown in table 4.2. Throughout the simulated exhaust experiments,
the catalysts undergo constant lean/rich cycling controlled through a LabVIEW program.

Table 4.2: Simulated exhaust conditions
Fixed Load

Load Step

Rich

Lean

Rich

Lean

λ

0.97

2.0

0.97

2.0

O2 (%)

1.07

10

1.07

10

CO (%)

1.6

0.2

1.6

0.2

H2 (%)

0.8

0

0.8

0

NO (%)

0.06

0.036

0.12

0.036

C3H8 (%)

0.1

0.06

0.1

0.06

H2O (%)

11

6.6

4.95

6.6

CO2 (%)

11

6.6

4.95

6.6

27,000

45,000

60,000

45,000

-1

SV (hr )

The procedure for the long term sulfation of the catalysts is shown in Figure 4.1.
The catalyst is pretreated at a furnace temperature of 650°C and a λ of 0.95 for 30
minutes before being cooled to 350°C. Then, to determine the activity for the clean
catalyst, it is heated in 50°C increments from 350°C – 650°C and evaluated under cycling
conditions for 1 hr at each temperature. Once the catalyst reaches 650°C, it is again
pretreated with a λ of 0.95 for 30 minutes and cooled to 350°C, where it is exposed to
2ppm SO2 for 12.5 hr. This low SO2 concentration and long exposure time is intended to
more accurately represent realistic exhaust composition from gasoline engines, rather
than using high concentration and a short exposure time, as has been done in many
previous SO2 poisoning studies [99]. This 2ppm SO2 level is based on rich phase space
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velocity. Therefore, the load step evaluation is being exposed to more total SO 2. After
12.5 hours, the flow of SO2 is stopped and the catalyst is again evaluated in the
temperature range 350°C – 650°C to determine the activity of the sulfated catalyst. At
650°C, the system is cycled between the lean and rich phase for three hours to desulfate
the catalyst. After a final pretreatment, the catalyst temperature is dropped and its
desulfated activity is measured between 350°C and 650°C. This procedure is repeated for
both fixed load and load step operating conditions over the Pd-TWC and NS-TWC.

Figure 4.1: Procedure for long term sulfation experiments
4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Deactivation During Sulfation
To determine the effects of sulfation on the TWC formulations, hydrothermally
aged samples were evaluated under cycling conditions before sulfation, after sulfation,
and after desulfation. The catalysts were also monitored continuously throughout
sulfation at 350°C. Figure 4.2 shows time series data during the first 30 minutes of
sulfation under fixed load conditions for both the Pd-TWC and the NS-TWC. It can be
seen from this data that, during the rich phase, there is significant CO breakthrough and
NH3 production, while NOX and C3H8 show nearly complete conversion. Conversely,
during the lean phase, there is no NH3 production or CO breakthrough, while the NOX
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and C3H8 breakthrough is much higher. During the exposure to SO 2, the most immediate
effect is the decrease in outlet NH3 and increase in outlet CO. In contrast, during this
time, there is not a significant change in the rich phase levels of either C 3H8 or NOX.

Figure 4.2: Time series data during first 30 minutes of sulfation on the Pd-TWC (left) and
the NS-TWC (right) under fixed load conditions.
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Figure 4.3 illustrates the continuous deactivation of the catalysts throughout the
12.5 hours of sulfation. As seen in Figure 4.2, there is a rapid drop in both CO conversion
and NH3 production within the first 30 minutes. On the Pd-TWC, the activity then
continues to drop at a much slower pace as the sulfation continues. However, the NSTWC shows stronger continuous deactivation throughout the sulfation process. This is
likely due to the high loading of barium and cerium, which allows for a larger
concentration of stable sulfur species to be formed. This causes the catalyst to continue
being deactivated as the barium and cerium continue to store sulfur in the form of sulfate
species [55,100].

Figure 4.3: Changes in CO Conversion (yellow), C3H8 conversion (red), NOX conversion
(green), and NH3 yield (purple) in the rich phase over the Pd-TWC (top) and the NSTWC (bottom) under fixed load (left) and load step (right) conditions during 12.5 hours
of sulfation at 350°C
The rich phase conversion of NOX and C3H8 are not deactivated as early in the
sulfation as NH3 production and CO conversion. Rich phase NOX conversion shows a
small decrease, particularly on the Pd-TWC, during sulfation. However, the conversion
remains above 95% throughout sulfation for each catalyst and operating condition. The
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initially low conversion of rich phase NOX on the NS-TWC under fixed load operation is
due to the release of stored NOX during the transition from lean to rich. As the catalyst is
sulfated, the rich phase NOX reduction is deactivated, but the NOX storage is also
decreased, leading to very little change in rich phase NOX emissions. By the end of
sulfation, the NOX released during the transition is decreased, but there is significant
breakthrough that is not present on the clean catalyst. While the rich phase conversion of
C3H8 is close to 100% for both the clean Pd-TWC and the clean NS-TWC, it drops to
roughly 90% for each catalyst and operating condition over the course of the sulfation.
Deactivation of rich phase C3H8 conversion only occurs after 2 hours for fixed load
conditions but is apparent in the first thirty minutes of the load step exposure for both
catalyst samples. This is likely due to the higher space velocity in the load step rich
phase, which exposes the catalyst to a higher level of SO 2.
The catalysts were also exposed to sulfur at 550°C to determine what effect the
temperature of sulfation has on the extent of catalyst deactivation. This deactivation is
shown in Figure 4.4. The relative deactivation depends on the chemical species of
concern as well as the catalyst formulation. One of the key results is the much stronger
deactivation of NH3 production at 550°C. Each catalyst shows NH3 yields decreasing to
~0.4 under fixed load operation and ~0.2 under load step operation.

Also, this

deactivation occurs over two distinct deactivation steps. The second stage of deactivation
also corresponds to the strong deactivation in the conversion of CO, NO X, and C3H8
conversion. This indicates that the second stage is likely the poisoning of the PGM
surface. The deactivation in NOX conversion is much stronger during sulfation at 550°C
compared to 350°C.
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Figure 4.4: Changes in CO Conversion (yellow), C3H8 conversion (red), NOX conversion
(green), and NH3 yield (purple) in the rich phase over the Pd-TWC (top) and the NSTWC (bottom) under fixed load (left) and load step (right) conditions during 12.5 hours
of sulfation at 550°C
4.3.2 Clean, Sulfated, and Desulfated Evaluation
As seen in the previous chapter, both the oxygen stored per cycle and the NO X
stored per cycle can have a large impact on the operation of a passive SCR system.
Oxygen storage can lead to longer reduction times during the transition from lean to rich
operation. This leads to a net decrease in the effectiveness of a passive SCR system
because it increases the amount of time the system must operate under rich conditions.
The oxygen storage of the catalyst before and after sulfation is shown in Figure 4.5.
Overall, sulfation results in a decrease in low temperature oxygen storage on the NSTWC, while having a negligible effect on the oxygen storage of the Pd-TWC. This
difference is likely due to the high loading of ceria on the NS-TWC which is very
susceptible to sulfur poisoning, forming highly stable sulfate species. However, at a
sufficiently high temperature, the catalyst is able to recover its clean oxygen storage.
Meanwhile the oxygen storage on the Pd-TWC is primarily from the Pd.
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Figure 4.5: Clean (circles) and sulfated (squares) oxygen storage for the Pd-TWC (left)
and the NS-TWC (right)
NOX storage, in contrast to oxygen storage, has a beneficial effect on the
operation of a passive SCR system. This is because a high level of NO X stored means that
the catalyst can operate under lean conditions for a longer period of time, because much
of the NOX present in the exhaust is stored in the form of nitrates. The NO X storage for
both catalysts before and after sulfation are shown in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: Clean (circles) and sulfated (squares) NOX storage for the Pd-TWC (left) and
the NS-TWC (right)
It can be seen from these results that the Pd-TWC has very little NOX storage
even before sulfation, while the NS-TWC still has a large amount, even after extensive
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hydrothermal aging. However, the NOX stored on both catalysts is heavily decreased by
the effects of sulfation. This is because, much like ceria, barium will form highly stable
sulfate species that prevent the storage of NOX.
The NH3 production for each catalyst and reactive condition are shown in Figure
4.7. Sulfation has a strong negative effect on the production of NH 3 under these
conditions. This deactivation is strongest at higher temperatures, particularly around
550°C. Despite the strong deactivation, the clean catalyst activity was recovered through
regeneration via lean/rich cycling at 650°C for three hours. This shows that, while sulfur
poisoning is a concern, the deactivation is reversible through high temperature operation
of a passive SCR system.

Figure 4.7: Clean (circles), sulfated (squares), and desulfated (triangles) NH 3 production
for the Pd-TWC (top) and the NS-TWC (bottom) under Fixed Load (left) and Load Step
(right) conditions
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While the deactivation in NH3 production is clear from figure 4.7, it is difficult to
determine the source of this deactivation from this data alone. As previous studies have
shown, the production of NH3 in exhaust conditions is a complex process, with different
reductants (H2, CO, and various HCs) being active for the reduction of NO X to NH3. Not
only is this deactivation detrimental for the operation of passive SCR, it also extends the
rich phase due to the feedback-controlled cycling being used in these experiments.
Because of this rich-phase extension, the change in NH3 production has a strong effect on
the cycle-averaged levels of each other gas species of concern. This effect can be seen in
Figure 4.8, which shows the production of NH3 over a single rich phase in fixed load
conditions for each catalyst and operating temperature for both clean and sulfated catalyst
samples.

Figure 4.8: Isolated rich phases for NH3 production during fixed load operation over the
Pd-TWC (left) and the NS-TWC (right) under clean (top) and sulfated (bottom)
conditions.
The NOX conversion under each condition is shown in Figure 4.9. Despite the
strong deactivation of NH3 production, the rich phase NOX conversion remains high for
the Pd-TWC, only showing significant deactivation under load step operation above
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450°C. This decreasing NOX conversion is due primarily to the increased rich phase time,
leading to a longer breakthrough of NOX. This indicates that, while the specific reaction
routes leading to the production of NH3 are deactivated, the dissociation and reduction of
NOX remain relatively unaffected. In contrast to the Pd-TWC, the NS-TWC shows much
lower rich phase NOX conversion both before and after sulfation. Before sulfation, the
NS-TWC does show a significant amount of NOx slip in the rich phase, however, this slip
is due exclusively to the release of stored NOX when the system switches to rich
operation. The activity for NOX conversion was fully recovered through the desulfation
procedure exposing the catalyst to lean/rich cycling at 650°C.

Figure 4.9: Clean (circles), sulfated (squares), and desulfated (triangles) rich phase NO X
conversion for the Pd-TWC (top) and the NS-TWC (bottom) under Fixed Load (left) and
Load Step (right) conditions
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Sulfation has two distinct effects on the rich phase breakthrough of NO X on the
NS-TWC. First, it deactivates the NOX storage, leading to far less NOX being released
during the transition from lean to rich. Second, it deactivates the rich phase NO X
conversion on the catalyst, which leads to NOX breakthrough towards the end of the rich
phase. These effects are shown in figure 4.10, which compares the rich phase of both
fixed load and load step before and after sulfation on the NS-TWC at 500°C, where the
NOX conversion is at its lowest.

Figure 4.10: Rich phase breakthrough of NOX on the NS-TWC catalyst before and after
sulfation at 500°C.
The deactivation of the NOX storage leads to far less NOX released during the
transition from lean to rich. This has a positive effect on the overall rich phase NO X
conversion. However, as the rich phase continues, a clear NOX breakthrough is present on
the sulfated catalyst while the clean catalyst shows no breakthrough. This long-term
transition is seen in the analysis of various gasses. It is likely due to the propensity for
sulfur to form a sulfide with the platinum group metal during rich operation, and to form
sulfates on metal oxides during lean operation [101]. Thus, during the transition, these
sulfates could be transitioning to the PGM surface in the form of sulfides. Because the
NS-TWC likely stores a significant amount of sulfur from the NSC and OSC loading,
there is more sulfur being trapped by the catalyst, which should result in stronger
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deactivation during the rich phase when compared to the Pd-TWC which does not have
high levels of storage materials.
The changes in rich phase N2O production for both the Pd-TWC and NS-TWC
are shown in Figure 4.11. For the clean catalysts, very little N2O production is observed
across all operating conditions. After sulfation, large increases in N 2O production are
observed when operating under load step conditions for both catalysts and are especially
high on the NS-TWC. Under fixed load conditions, the average N 2O production in the
rich phase remains below 2ppm for the Pd-TWC and under 10 ppm for the NS-TWC. The
increase during load step operation is likely due to the higher rich phase space velocity
and inlet NO concentration.

Figure 4.11: Clean (blue), Sulfated (red), and Desulfated (green) rich phase N 2O
production for the Pd-TWC (top) and THE NS-TWC (bottom) under Fixed Load (left)
and Load Step (right) conditions
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The overall increase in N2O production shown here is likely due to the presence
of sulfur crowding the active metal and preventing full reduction of the inlet NO X. Again,
the desulfation procedure results in a return to the clean level of catalyst activity. Figure
4.12 shows the time series data for N2O under load step conditions over the Pd-TWC and
the NS-TWC during the rich phase.

Figure 4.12: Isolated rich phases for N2O production during fixed load operation over the
Pd-TWC (left) and the NS-TWC (right) under clean (top) and sulfated (bottom)
conditions.
This data further illustrates the multiple stages of transition within the rich phase,
which is also seen in the NOX conversion. There is an initial peak when the catalyst
releases N2O formed from partially reduced stored NOX. After this, a small peak occurs
while the catalyst is being reduced. Because much of the reductants are going towards
reducing both the metal and the sulfur species, some of the incoming NO is only partially
reduced to N2O. Once the catalyst has been reduced, the production of N2O begins to
drop off. For the clean catalysts, the N2O is only produced during the transition.
However, on the sulfated catalysts, a long-term transition begins to occur which causes a
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rapid increase in N2O production until the rich phase ends. As the temperature is
increased, the long-term transition is faster. However, once the temperature increases
above 400-450°C, the maximum N2O production begins to decrease. At the same time,
the rich phase is extended due to the decrease in NH3 production shown in Figure 4.7 and
4.8.

Figure 4.13: Clean (blue), Sulfated (red), and Desulfated (green) rich phase CO
concentration for the Pd-TWC (top) and the NS-TWC (bottom) under Fixed Load (left)
and Load Step (right) conditions
The concentration of CO is increased throughout the temperature range for each
catalyst and operating condition as shown in Figure 4.13. The two routes for the
deactivation leading to this increase are a change in the activity of the water gas shift
reaction or a deactivation of the oxidation of CO. The water gas shift reaction has been
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shown in previous literature to be strongly deactivated by the presence of sulfur on the
catalyst [102]. There can also be a deactivation in CO oxidation at lower temperatures
and under rich conditions [103–105].
Rich phase H2 outlet shows a strong decrease across the temperature range tested
as shown in figure 4.14. This decrease closely mirrors the increase observed for CO
throughout the temperature range for each catalyst and reactive condition. This indicates
that a deactivation in the water gas shift reaction is likely a large contributor to the
concentration changes seen in these two species. The water gas shift reaction has been
shown to have a strongly positive effect on the production of NH 3 from NOX [60,69].

Figure 4.14: Clean (circle), Sulfated (square), and Desulfated (triangle) rich phase H 2
concentration for the Pd-TWC (top) and THE NS-TWC (bottom) under Fixed Load (left)
and Load Step (right) conditions
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Figure 4.15 shows the average outlet C3H8, measured in ppm, for each catalyst
and reactive condition. Rich phase C3H8 in the effluent stream is increased for each
catalyst and operating condition, though the deactivation is much more significant on the
NS-TWC. Before sulfation, there was very little to no rich phase propane breakthrough,
depending on catalyst and operating condition. This is due to the catalysts being highly
active for the steam reformation reaction. Thus, it is likely that the increase in C 3H8
breakthrough is due to reduced activity for the steam reformation reaction.

Figure 4.15: Clean (blue), Sulfated (red), and Desulfated (green) rich phase H 2
concentration for the Pd-TWC (top) and the NS-TWC (bottom) under Fixed Load (left)
and Load Step (right) conditions
The argument for the deactivation of steam reforming is further evidenced by
looking at the relative deactivation in the lean phase vs. the rich phase. Figure 4.16 shows
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the breakthrough of C3H8 as a function of time for Malibu-1 under fixed load conditions
at 350°C for both the clean and sulfated conditions. While the C3H8 breakthrough was
strongly increased in the rich phase did not extend to the lean phase, where C 3H8 is
primarily converted through oxidation, rather than the steam reformation reaction.

Figure 4.16: Fixed load propane breakthrough on the Pd-TWC at 350°C
4.4 Conclusions
Overall, sulfation has several effects on the TWC portion of a passive SCR
system. It has a strong deactivating effect on NH3 production, much stronger than the
effect of hydrothermal aging, particularly at elevated temperatures. NOX reduction
activity was maintained on the Pd-TWC but was heavily deactivated on the NS-TWC.
The NOX breakthrough in the rich phase also illustrated the transient effects of sulfation,
where the deactivation is increased as the rich phase proceeds. This transition is likely
because sulfates on the metal oxide components are more stable in the lean phase, while
sulfides on the PGM is more stable in the rich phase. This transient deactivation was seen
in rich phase N2O and C3H8 conversion as well. N2O, while not a major concern at these
temperatures over the clean catalyst, is dramatically increased, particularly for load step
conditions and the NS-TWC after sulfation. This is consistent with previous literature
showing increases in N2O production after sulfation [106]. On the reductants side,
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sulfation leads to higher rich phase CO and C 3H8 slip, while lowering outlet H2. This
likely indicates that the water gas shift and steam reforming reactions are being
deactivated. These reaction pathways for the production of H 2 have been suggested as
important factors in the production of NH3 [60,69]. This is further evidenced by sulfation
having a negligible effect on the low temperature oxidation of C3H8 in the lean phase. In
all cases, clean catalyst activity was recovered by cycling between lean and rich
conditions at 650°C for 3 hours. This means that, while the effects of sulfur are
detrimental to this system, catalyst activity can be recovered through a desulfation
process that can take place in the exhaust.
.
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CHAPTER 5
THE EFFECTS OF SULFATION ON THREE-WAY CATALYST
PERFORMANCE IN ISOLATED REACTIONS FOR PASSIVE
SELECTIVE CATALYTIC REDUCTION
5.1 Introduction
The work in the previous chapter was focused on the effects of sulfation on a fully
simulated exhaust system. This is greatly beneficial to understanding what effects sulfur
will have in a real system, and what challenges still remain for implementation of the
system. However, it is not possible to understand how sulfation effects individual
reactions from these experiments alone because of the many reactions happening in
parallel. Additional work needs to be conducted to relate this simulated exhaust work to
previous, fundamental work on the effects of sulfur on individual reactions. Many
previous studies on the effects of sulfation have been conducted using very restricted
reactive mixtures. CO elimination in the rich phase through both oxidation and the water
gas shift reaction has been shown to be deactivated from sulfation [102]. The same is true
for the elimination of hydrocarbons from oxidation and steam reforming [103]. Sulfation
has also previously been shown to increase N2O production and inhibit the production of
NH3 [107]. These findings are consistent with our simulated exhaust results. However,
regarding the deactivation of NH3 production, there has been very little work conducted
to determine the cause of the deactivation or what reductant pathways are deactivated.
Another consideration is that the simulated exhaust work in the previous chapter used
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exclusively intermittent sulfation conditions, where the catalyst was sulfated between
evaluations, but there was no SO2 present during the evaluation itself. In a real exhaust,
SO2 will constantly be present during operation, therefore it is important to determine if
there is a significant difference in catalyst activity when exposing the catalyst to
intermittent sulfation or continuous sulfation.
Here, the desulfated catalyst samples from the simulated exhaust experiments
presented in the previous chapter were exposed to isolated reaction conditions. These
conditions were used to evaluate the production of NH3 when H2, CO, or C3H8 were used
as reductants and the production of H2 from the water gas shift and steam reformation
reactions. The activity was evaluated in their desulfated state, under continuous SO 2
exposure, and after SO2 exposure. The results from these experiments are then related
back to previous simulated exhaust experiments to explain the overall deactivation seen
in those evaluations. Furthermore, the results from intermittent sulfur exposure are
compared to the results from continuous SO2 exposure to determine distinctions between
these two exposure methods.

5.2 Experimental
5.2.1 Catalysts and Reactor
The catalysts studied in this chapter are the catalysts that were sulfated and
desulfated in the previous chapter. This is done to ensure that the results observed in this
work are directly comparable to those of the previous chapter These formulations are
described in Chapter 2.2.1 and the specifications are shown in Table 5.1. The exhaust
experiments this chapter are conducted in the cycling reactor described in Chapter 2.2.3.
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Table 5.1: Desulfated commercial catalyst formulations
Description

Pt (g/L)

Pd (g/L)

Rh (g/L)

OSC

NSC

Pd-TWC

0

7.33

0

Low

Low

NS-TWC

2.47

4.17

0.05

High

High

5.2.2 Isolated Reaction Evaluation
The catalysts are exposed to selected reactants in order to isolate individual
reactions that are occurring on the TWC in passive SCR. The reactions evaluated are
shown in Table 5.2. This set of reactions is designed to evaluate the production of NH 3
using H2, CO, or C3H8. It is also designed to evaluate the production of H2 from both CO
and C3H8 through the water gas shift and steam reforming reactions. The experimental
procedure allows for the reduction reactions to dominate in the rich phase, and for the
oxidation reactions to dominate in the lean phase, while still allowing for the effects of
transient cycling conditions to be present in the evaluation. The concentrations used here
were chosen because they are close to the concentrations seen in real systems, while
maintaining equivalent reduction capacities for each potential reductant, allowing for the
direct comparison of results. These experiments are conducted with a constant space
velocity of 27,000 hr-1 rather than changing the space velocity between the lean and rich
phases as was done in the simulated exhaust experiments. The only difference between
the lean and the rich phase in this evaluation is the presence of 10% O 2 in the lean phase,
while there is no O2 in the rich phase. The lean/rich cycling is controlled through a timer,
so that the catalyst is exposed to 2 minutes rich followed by 2 minutes lean. This removes
the changing lean and rich phase times present in the feedback controlled simulated
exhaust evaluations.
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Table 5.2: Reactive conditions for isolated reactions

The overall reaction evaluation and sulfation procedure is shown in Figure 5.1.
The desulfated catalyst from previous work is pretreated using 1% H 2 and 5% H2O in N2
at 650°C to reduce the catalyst. Next, the catalyst temperature is dropped to 350°C and
the catalyst is evaluated in 100°C increments from 350-650°C. At each of these
temperatures, the catalyst is evaluated for each reaction in Table 5.2. After the initial
desulfated activity, the catalyst is exposed to 2 ppm SO2 under cycling conditions using
the water gas shift reactant concentrations at 350°C. Once the changes from SO 2
exposure have stabilized, the catalyst is evaluated with continuous SO 2 flow from 350650°C. Afterwards, the catalyst is again brought down to 350°C, stabilized under 2 ppm
SO2 and re-evaluated without SO2 in the reactant feed. This allows for us to evaluate the
effects of continuous SO2 exposure and contrast it with intermittent SO 2 exposure, which
was used in the simulated exhaust work.

Figure 5.1: Procedure for testing isolated reaction activity
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5.3 Results and Discussion
The production of NH3 from NO, H2, and H2O for both catalysts is shown in
Figure 5.2. Both catalysts show high activity for NH3 production, maintaining rich phase
NH3 yields between 80% and 100% throughout the temperature range, with the NS-TWC
showing slightly better performance at low temperature and the Pd-TWC showing
slightly better performance at elevated temperatures, which matches with simulated
exhaust results from the previous chapter. Furthermore, the production of NH 3 is not
decreased significantly by intermittent sulfation at any point in the temperature range.

Figure 5.2: NH3 production from H2, NO, and H2O on the Pd-TWC (left) and the NSTWC (right) during SO2 exposure (yellow), after SO2 exposure (red), and after
desulfation (green)
These results indicate that the production of NH3 from NO and H2 is likely not the
primary mechanism of deactivation in the simulated exhaust studies. This lack of
deactivation is likely because NO reduction by H2 to form NH3 takes place on the bulk
PGM surface. Even when the catalyst is sulfated, if sufficient PGM sites remain for this
reaction, it is unlikely that it will be heavily deactivated. However, when the catalyst is
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exposed to continuous sulfation, the Pd-TWC shows significant deactivation, while the
NS-TWC is still able to maintain its initial activity. This could be due to Pd’s higher
affinity for sulfur poisoning, which has been shown in previous literature [108,109].
Figure 5.3 shows NH3 production from NO, CO, and H2O for both the Pd-TWC
and the NS-TWC. Much like NH3 production from H2, the reaction shows high activity
before sulfation, with the NS-TWC showing better low temperature yield, and both
catalysts showing very similar high temperature yields. However, in contrast to NH3
production from H2 is used as a reductant, when CO is used as a reductant, there is a
significant change in activity before and after sulfation. This could be due to two
different effects of sulfation. First, this could be due to the deactivation of the water gas
shift reaction, which is shown in figure 5.4 and has been shown in previous literature to
be strongly deactivated by sulfation [102]. Second, this could be from an inhibition of the
hydrolysis of isocyanates on the surface, which has been proposed as an alternate means
of production for NH3 [58]. Similar to NH3 production with H2 as a reductant, when the
catalysts are exposed to continuous sulfation, there is a strong deactivation in the
production of NH3 on the Pd-TWC, while the NS-TWC maintains its intermittently
sulfated activity. This lends further evidence to the idea that the Pd-TWC is significantly
different under continuous sulfation, rather than intermittent sulfation, while the NSTWC does not see a significant difference. In addition to the stronger deactivation of the
Pd, another contributing factor could be the presence of large amounts of OSC and NSC
on the NS-TWC. These components are known to strongly bind sulfur in the form of
sulfates. These sulfates are highly stable, which leads to the NS-TWC storing large
amounts of sulfur, even when the catalyst is only exposed to intermittent sulfation. This
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could lead to the catalyst being in a similar state from both intermittent sulfation and
continuous sulfation.

Figure 5.3: NH3 production from CO, NO, and H2O on the Pd-TWC (left) and the NSTWC (right) during SO2 exposure (yellow), after SO2 exposure (red), and after
desulfation (green)
Figure 5.4 shows the production of H2 from the water gas shift reaction on both
the Pd-TWC and the NS-TWC with and without NO in the stream. At 350°C, neither
catalyst is very active for H2 production, showing 5-15% yield. As the temperature is
increased, the activity for H2 production increases rapidly for each catalyst. When NO is
added to the reactive stream, there is a decrease in the high temperature H2 production.
This indicates that, at these elevated temperatures, the NH3 is likely being produced from
molecular H2. However, at 350°C, there is not a significant change in H2 production
between the evaluation with NO and the one without. Despite this, the catalyst shows
very high NH3 selectivity at these temperatures, as seen in Figure 5.3, which could
indicate that molecular H2 is not a necessary intermediate in the production of NH3 from
NO + CO + H2O. Furthermore, after sulfation, the H2 production at 350°C remains
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unaffected, even though NH3 production decreases. This indicates that the deactivation
route at this temperature is unlikely to be the production of H 2 and is likely due to a
change in either the formation or the hydrolysis of isocyanate species on the surface. At
elevated temperatures, the influence of sulfation becomes much more apparent. This
helps explain simulated exhaust results in Chapter 4, where the outlet H 2 was strongly
decreased, particularly at elevated temperatures around 500-550°C.

Figure 5.4: H2 production from CO and H2O with NO (top) and without NO (bottom) on
the Pd-TWC (left) and the NS-TWC (right) during SO2 exposure (yellow), after SO2
exposure (red), and after desulfation (green)
When the catalyst is exposed to continuous sulfation, there is a stronger
deactivation in water gas shift reaction for both the Pd-TWC and the NS-TWC, though,
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again, the NS-TWC does maintain higher activity. The stronger deactivation on these
catalysts under continuous sulfation is likely due to Pd’s increased activity for the water
gas shift reaction as well as its higher affinity for sulfur. Because Pd has better water gas
shift activity than Pt, a large portion of these catalysts’ activity is likely from Pd sites.
However, because sulfur will poison these sites strongly, the Pd-TWC will have strongly
decreased activity because Pd is the only noble metal present on the catalyst, while the
NS-TWC maintains a larger portion of its activity because of its higher loading of Pt.
The production of NH3 from C3H8, NO, and H2O is shown in Figure 5.5. The
trends in deactivation in this case are not as straightforward compared to the deactivation
when CO is used as a reductant. On the Pd-TWC, the overall change in NH 3 production is
not consistent throughout the temperature range, seeming to show slightly increased
activity at low temperatures, slightly decreased activity at intermediate temperatures, but
relatively similar activity at high temperatures. On the other hand, the deactivation over
the NS-TWC is stronger. There is a consistent deactivation throughout the temperature
range. Furthermore, under continuous sulfur exposure, the Pd-TWC sees strong
deactivation at all temperatures, with NH3 yields lower than 0.4 at temperatures below
650°C. In contrast, the NS-TWC only shows decreased NH3 production at 550°C and
650°C. The reasons for this less straightforward deactivation are the complexities
involved in using C3H8 as a reductant. Even though this reaction uses a single reductant,
there are still several individual reactions that can occur. These include the steam
reforming of C3H8 into lower chain hydrocarbons, CO, and H2, as well as the production
of NH3 through reduction with C3H8 or any of the reductant byproducts. In order to
further isolate the effects of sulfation, the conversion of C3H8, and the production of CO
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and lower chain hydrocarbons were monitored in addition to the production of H 2 and
NH3 as is the case with previous results.

Figure 5.5: NH3 production from C3H8, NO, and H2O on the Pd-TWC (left) and the NSTWC (right) during SO2 exposure (yellow), after SO2 exposure (red), and after
desulfation (green)
The H2 production from C3H8 and H2O with and without NO is shown in figure
5.6. Unlike the NH3 production, there is a very clear deactivation here. In the case of the
Pd-TWC, the deactivation is consistent throughout the temperature range, showing
stronger deactivation when NO is introduced. This is likely due to the consumption of
reductant by the NOX for the production of NH3 during the multiple stages of steam
reforming. In contrast, on the NS-TWC, the deactivation shows a much stronger reliance
on temperature, with significant deactivation occurring at 550°C-650°C. Under
continuous sulfur exposure, the Pd-TWC shows less than 30% H 2 yield across the
temperature range, while the NS-TWC is still able to maintain significant H 2 production
under intermediate temperatures. Again, because there are multiple individual reactions
that can contribute to the production of H2, the variation in other components must be
observed to understand these changes.
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Figure 5.6: H2 production from C3H8 and H2O with NO (top) and without NO (bottom)
on the Pd-TWC (left) and the NS-TWC (right) during SO2 exposure (yellow), after SO2
exposure (red), and after desulfation (green)
Figure 5.7 shows the propane slip for both the Pd-TWC and the NS-TWC when
exposing the catalyst to C3H8 and H2O. On the Pd-TWC, the effects of intermittent
sulfation are negligible, and C3H8 only shows significant slip at 350°C. In contrast, the
NS-TWC shows significant C3H8 breakthrough at 650°C. After sulfation. This explains
the significant difference between H2 production on the NS-TWC and the Pd-TWC from
intermittent sulfation shown in figure 5.6. At these elevated temperatures, sulfation
results in a strong deactivation of the NS-TWC’s steam reforming reaction activity, while
the Pd-TWC sees very little deactivation when exposed to intermittent sulfation.
However, when the Pd-TWC is evaluated with SO 2 in the reactive stream, there is an
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extreme level of deactivation. The conversion of C3H8 is strongly decreased and there is a
significant amount of C3H8 that remains in the catalyst effluent. The deactivation from
continuous sulfation on the NS-TWC is not as strong as that seen on the Pd-TWC but
does result in more C3H8 breakthrough at intermediate temperatures.

Figure 5.7: C3H8 slip from C3H8 and H2O for the Pd-TWC (left) and the NS-TWC (right)
during SO2 exposure (yellow), after SO2 exposure (red), and after desulfation (green)
Figure 5.8 shows the production of both CH4 and C2H6 over both the Pd-TWC
and the NS-TWC when exposing the catalyst to C 3H8 and H2O. Both catalysts show
significant breakthrough of CH4 at 450°C and very little C2H6 breakthrough regardless of
temperature or sulfation. This CH4 is believed to be due to the partial conversion of C 3H8
from the steam reforming reaction, rather than the methanation of CO or CO 2. This is
because there is no CH4 produced during CO + H2O exposure. Intermittent sulfation
results in slightly increased CH4 production over the Pd-TWC, and strongly increased
CH4 production over the NS-TWC. Again, this is likely due to the large loading of
storage components on the NS-TWC, as discussed above. Under continuous sulfation, the
NS-TWC shows very little change, while there is significantly lower CH4 production
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over the Pd-TWC. This is likely due to the very low conversion of C 3H8 under these
conditions.

Figure 5.8: CH4 (top) and C2H6 (bottom) production from C3H8 and H2O for the Pd-TWC
(left) and the NS-TWC (right) during SO2 exposure (yellow), after SO2 exposure (red),
and after desulfation (green)
Figure 5.9 shows the production of CO over both the Pd-TWC and the NS-TWC
when exposing the catalyst to C3H8 and H2O. There is a significant difference in the
production of CO before and after sulfation over the Pd-TWC. This deactivation is likely
the primary cause of the difference in H2 production over the Pd-TWC. Because of this,
the change in NH3 production on the Pd-TWC is likely due primarily to the changes in
the water gas shift reaction, rather than the changes in steam reforming activity, which
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does not show significant deactivation in the case of intermittent sulfation. The NS-TWC,
on the other hand, does not show strongly increased CO production, indicating that the
overall deactivation seen on the NS-TWC is due primarily to a deactivation in the steam
reforming reaction. Under continuous sulfation conditions, there is very little change on
the NS-TWC, while the Pd-TWC shows decreased CO production. This is analogous to
the production of CH4, where the decrease is due to a decrease in the conversion of C 3H8,
rather than an increase in catalyst activity.

Figure 5.9: CO production from C3H8 and H2O for the Pd-TWC (left) and the NS-TWC
(right) during SO2 exposure (yellow), after SO2 exposure (red), and after desulfation
(green)
Looking at the intermittently sulfated and desulfated results from these isolated
reactions allows us to explain the results obtained from the simulated exhaust
experiments in Chapter 4. One interesting point is that the reduction of NO into NH 3 by
H2 is unaffected by the sulfation procedure used here, but the production of NH 3 in the
simulated exhaust is decreased significantly by the same procedure. This indicates that
the decrease in NH3 production in the simulated exhaust experiments is not due to the
direct reaction of NO and H2 on the surface. Rather, it is due to the decrease in the
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activity of both the water gas shift and steam reforming reactions, with the Pd-TWC
showing stronger deactivation for the water gas shift reaction, and the NS-TWC showing
stronger deactivation for the steam reforming reaction. Additionally, from the reaction of
CO, NO and H2O, it seems that the production of molecular H2 is not the only viable
means of NH3 production. These results suggest that, particularly at lower temperatures, a
large amount of the catalyst activity can likely be attributed to the hydrolysis of
isocyanates.

5.4 Conclusions
By looking at isolated reaction conditions, the reaction pathways present in
automotive exhaust have been investigated. Using intermittent sulfation, isolated
reactions allow for the investigation and deconvolution of the simulated exhaust results
shown in the previous chapter. One of the most important results is that the production of
NH3 from NO, H2, and H2O was not significantly affected under these operating
conditions. However, the production of NH3 when using CO or C3H8 as a reductant was
significantly deactivated. It was also seen that the mechanism of deactivation could vary
based on the catalyst. On the Pd-TWC, the primary pathways that are deactivated are the
water gas shift reaction, and the production of NH3 from NO, CO, and H2O. On the NSTWC, both of those reactions are deactivated, but there is also a strong deactivation in the
steam reforming reaction, particularly at high temperatures.
Continuous sulfation experiments proved that there is a very strong difference
between catalyst activity under continuous sulfur exposure compared to intermittent
exposure, which was used in the simulated exhaust experiments. This was particularly
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apparent on the Pd-TWC, where the deactivation of NH3 production from both H2 and
CO was significant. In contrast, the activity of the NS-TWC showed little difference in
the activity of these reactions between intermittent and continuous SO 2 exposure. The
reason for the difference between Pd-TWC and the NS-TWC is likely twofold. First, the
Pd-TWC has Pd as the only noble metal on the surface. The NS-TWC has significant Pt
loading, which has much higher resistance to sulfur poisoning than Pd. Second, the NSTWC has significant loadings of OSC and NSC, which uptake significant amounts of
SO2. Thus, the catalyst will hold significantly more SO 2 from intermittent exposure and
there will be less of a distinction between intermittent and continuous sulfur exposure. If
the goal is to capture the true behavior of catalyst components, future studies should be
conducted under continuous SO2 exposure, rather than intermittent SO2 exposure.
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CHAPTER 6
THE EFFECTS OF RICH PHASE LAMBDA ON THE SULFATED
THREE-WAY CATALYST PERFORMANCE IN SIMULATED PASSIVE
SELECTIVE CATALYTIC REDUCTION EXHAUST
6.1 Introduction
As seen in the previous chapters, sulfur has a strongly negative effect on the
operation of a passive SCR system, deactivating several key reaction pathways that aid in
emissions reductions. However, previous simulated exhaust experiments were conducted
under a single rich phase λ of 0.97. It is important to investigate the effects of varying the
rich phase environment to determine if the negative effects of sulfation can be partially or
completely mitigated through simple operation strategies. It has been shown in literature
that rich conditions are significantly more effective for the desulfation of TWCs and NSR
catalysts than lean conditions [57,110]. The extended rich operation of 2-3 minutes is one
of the primary aspects that sets passive SCR apart from other emissions control
technologies. Beyond that, the performance of the TWC in the rich phase is one of the
key operational concerns in Passive SCR. During lean operation, the primary concern is
the oxidation of CO and HCs, which modern catalysts are generally capable of at
sufficiently high temperatures, even with extensive sulfation and catalyst aging as seen in
previous chapters. In contrast, under rich operation, the catalyst must produce the
requisite NH3, and the activity for water gas shift and steam reforming reactions must be
maintained to control CO and HC emissions. The problem arises when, under rich
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conditions, there is a significant deactivation of each of these essential reactions from
sulfation. The significant deactivation of the rich phase operation is likely due to the
formation of sulfides on the PGM surface. Previous work by Amberntsson et al. has
shown that sulfur preferentially forms sulfates on the metal oxide support and storage
components during lean operation but can form sulfide groups with the noble metals
under rich conditions [101]. While work comparing sulfation under lean conditions or
rich conditions has been conducted, there has not been sufficient work conducted to
determine how the sulfation changes under different rich phase λ values. Furthermore, to
our knowledge, there has not been a study that looked at that variation under simulated
exhaust conditions modeling a passive SCR system. This is an aspect of the passive SCR
system that must be investigated if the system is to see commercial implementation.
In this chapter, the effects of rich phase λ on the deactivation of commercial TWC
samples due to sulfation is investigated. The previous simulated exhaust studies discussed
in Chapter 4 only looked at the catalyst under intermittent sulfation conditions, where the
catalyst was not evaluated with SO2 in the reactive stream. Rather, the catalyst was
exposed to sulfur between evaluations. As evidenced in the isolated reactions shown in
Chapter 5, there is a significant difference between the effects of intermittent sulfur
exposure and continuous sulfur exposure. Because of this, the investigation here is
conducted under continuous sulfur exposure conditions. Additionally, the catalyst
evaluations in this chapter are conducted under two different temperatures, 350°C and
550°C, which are chosen as the low and high operation temperatures and roughly
simulating close-coupled and under-floor operation. 350°C is chosen as the low
temperature to correlate with results from the previous simulated exhaust evaluations.
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550°C is chosen as the high temperature to prevent desulfation from interfering with the
evaluation. Results from Chapter 4 show that the effects of sulfation on NH 3 production
are strongest at 550°C. This is because, above 550°C, the sulfur compounds formed on
the TWCs begin to decompose and the catalysts begin to regain their clean activity. By
evaluating the catalysts at 350°C and 550°C, it will be possible to not only determine the
effects of rich λ, but also how those effects change during low or high temperature
operation.

6.2 Experimental
6.2.1 Catalyst Formulations and Reactor Apparatus
The catalysts studied in this chapter are the same commercial catalysts used in the
previous chapters. These formulations are described in Chapter 2.2.1 and the
specifications are shown in Table 6.1. The exhaust experiments presented in this chapter
are conducted in the cycling reactor described in Chapter 2.2.3.

Table 6.1: Commercial catalyst formulations
Description

Pt (g/L)

Pd (g/L)

Rh (g/L)

OSC

NSC

Pd-TWC

0

7.33

0

Low

Low

NS-TWC

2.47

4.17

0.05

High

High

6.2.2 Evaluating Effects of Rich Phase λ
The catalysts are evaluated under fixed load conditions using the reactive
conditions simulating the various rich phase λ shown in Table 6.2. The variation of the
rich phase λ is controlled by the variation in the concentration of CO, H 2, and O2. The
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switching between lean and rich is handled through feedback controlled lean-rich cycling
as outlined in Chapter 2.2.3. Much like in Chapter 4, this allows us to evaluate the system
in a manner that can be expanded to the operation of the system in a real lean-burn
gasoline engine exhaust

Table 6.2: Operating conditions for fixed load operation with variable rich phase λ

The procedure used to evaluate the effects of rich phase λ on catalyst deactivation
from sulfur is shown in Figure 6.1. This procedure begins with the pretreatment of the
catalyst at a simulated λ of 0.92 and a temperature of 650°C to reduce the catalyst. After
pretreatment, the desulfated/clean catalyst is evaluated under cycling conditions at 550°C
using a fixed lean phase λ of 2.0 and a variable rich phase λ from 0.92-0.98. After this is
completed, the catalyst is cooled to 350°C and the catalyst is again evaluated while the
rich phase λ is varied from 0.92-0.98. Next, the catalyst is exposed to 2ppm SO 2 under
cycling conditions with a rich phase λ of 0.92 until the effects of sulfation are steady.
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Then, with continuous SO2 exposure, the catalyst is evaluated under the same λ values
used for the desulfated/clean evaluation. Finally, the catalyst is desulfated by cycling
between lean and rich operation for 3 hours at 650°C.

Figure 6.1: Experimental procedure for the evaluation of the effects of rich phase λ on the
operation of a TWC in a passive SCR system
6.3 Results and Discussion
The effect of rich phase λ on NH3 production over both Malibu-1 and ORNL-1 at
both 350°C and 550°C is shown in Figure 6.2. Lowering the rich phase λ does mitigate
the negative effects of sulfation on NH3 production. In most cases, the NH3 yield for the
desulfated catalyst with a rich phase λ of 0.97, which was used in Chapter 4, is roughly
equivalent to the catalyst under sulfur exposure at a rich phase λ of 0.95. On the NSTWC, if the rich phase λ is sufficiently low, the catalyst can produce more NH 3 than
there is NOX in the rich phase. This is because, under these conditions, a large amount of
stored NOX on the catalyst can be converted into NH3 because the catalyst is very rapidly
reduced. However, under the evaluation at 550°C, the catalyst is no longer active for
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NOX storage, and this benefit is no longer seen. This further highlights the conclusion in
Chapter 4 that a NS-TWC should be maintained at a lower temperature if the full benefit
of its NSC is to be gained.

Figure 6.2: The production of NH3 based on rich phase λ for Malibu-1 (top) and ORNL-1
(bottom) at 350°C (left) and 550°C (right) under fixed load conditions.
The rich phase NOX conversion in relation to rich phase λ is shown in Figure 6.3.
Exposure to continuous SO2 leads to decreased NOX conversion as seen from previous
work. This effect is particularly strong at 550°C, where both catalysts show a strong
deactivation. Decreasing the rich phase λ value can help mitigate these effects, much like
the effects on NH3 production. This is likely due to the higher concentration of reductants
present in the exhaust, which leads to more rapid reduction of NOX. However, in this
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case, even with lower rich phase λ, the deactivation is still apparent, particularly during
the 550°C evaluation.

Figure 6.3: The conversion of NOx based on rich phase λ for the Pd-TWC (top) and
ORNL-1 (bottom) at 350°C (left) and 550°C (right) under fixed load conditions.
The CO in the catalyst effluent in the rich phase in relation to rich phase λ for
both the Pd-TWC and NS-TWC at 350°C and 550°C is shown in Figure 6.4. The trends
are clear and intuitive here. Under richer λ values, there is additional CO in the exhaust
and thus, more in the effluent. Furthermore, in agreement with results in previous
chapters, exposure to SO2 results in increased CO in the catalyst effluent for both
catalysts. The deactivation of the CO conversion is particularly high under 550°C
evaluation. This means that, while better NH3 production and NOX conversion can be
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obtained for lower rich phase λ values, there is a trade off in the form of increased CO
emissions. These effects will need to be weighed against each other to determine the
optimum rich phase λ for the real system.

Figure 6.4: The effluent CO in the rich phase based on rich phase λ for Malibu-1 (top)
and ORNL-1 (bottom) at 350°C (left) and 550°C (right) under fixed load conditions.
The changes in rich phase C3H8 in the catalyst effluent are shown in figure 6.5.
There is a clear deactivation across both catalysts and operating temperatures. However,
the C3H8 in the effluent does not show a significant dependence on the rich phase λ,
except in the evaluation of NS-TWC at 350°C. Under most conditions, lowering the rich
phase λ value shortens the rich phase because of the increased NH 3 production. However,
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the breakthrough of C3H8 is also increased during the rich phase. These two effects
balance each other under most operating conditions. However, in the case of the NSTWC at 350°C, the breakthrough of C3H8 is very strongly increased at lower rich phase λ
values, resulting in a net increase in C3H8 out, despite the shorter rich phase.

Figure 6.5: The effluent C3H8 in the rich phase based on rich phase λ for Malibu-1 (top)
and ORNL-1 (bottom) at 350°C (left) and 550°C (right) under fixed load conditions.
6.4 Conclusions
This work has illustrated both the benefits and drawbacks of lower rich phase λ
values for the mitigation of sulfation effects on NH3 production and NOX conversion in a
passive SCR system. During sulfur exposure, the catalyst generally has a strong
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deactivation in activity for the production of NH3. However, by operating at lower λ
values, the catalyst is provided with additional reductants, which allows for more rapid
production of NH3. By increasing the NH3 production, the rich phase can be shortened.
This can lead to an increase in overall fuel efficiency because the engine is running lean
for a longer portion of the total operational time. However, these benefits are complicated
by the costs of lower rich phase λ values. At these lower λ values, engine-out CO and HC
emissions as well as fuel consumption are increased during rich operation. Over the
catalyst, the outlet CO was strongly increased by richer λ values, while the HC emissions
were not changed significantly, except for the NS-TWC at 350°C. This means that the
benefits of lowering the rich phase λ (better fuel economy, shorter rich phase, improved
NOX conversion) must be weighed against the drawbacks (increased CO and HC
breakthrough during rich operation) when determining the optimum rich phase λ for the
operation of a passive SCR system.
.
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CHAPTER 7
THE EFFECTS OF CERIA LOADING ON THREE-WAY CATALYSTS
FOR PASSIVE SELECTIVE CATALYTIC REDUCTION
7.1 Introduction
The work discussed in previous chapters has been conducted on fully formulated
commercial TWC samples. These experiments are important because they illustrate the
realistic performance and help tune the operating conditions for passive SCR. However,
because of their complex nature, it can be difficult to fundamentally understand the
chemical processes at play on these commercial catalysts. Many of the differences in the
catalytic activity between the Pd-TWC and NS-TWC could be attributed to numerous
differences in the catalytic formulations. First, there is the differences in PGM loading,
with the Pd-TWC having only Pd, while the NS-TWC has a mixture of Pt, Pd, and Rh.
Second, the presence of significant amounts of both OSC and NSC on the NS-TWC can
drastically change its evaluation, particularly under cycling conditions. Some of these
differences have been investigated in previous literature. Oh and Triplett, in their work
showing the multiple roles of CO in NH3 generation, showed that catalysts containing Ce
and Rh are highly active for NH3 decomposition [60]. Adams et al. investigated the
differences in catalyst activity when introducing barium or cerium, showing that cerium
addition is useful when CO is used as a reductant in NH3 production [70]. Another study
by Adams et al. investigated the effectiveness of Pd catalysts vs. Pt catalysts for the
operation of passive SCR, showing that Pd was a more effective PGM and attributing its
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improved activity to its increased activity for the water gas shift reaction at a lower
temperature [65].
One TWC component that can have a large impact on the operation of a passive
SCR system is ceria. Ceria is often used in commercial TWCs for several beneficial
attributes [47,49,111]. Of particular relevance to passive SCR is ceria’s oxygen storage
and its promotion of the water gas shift reaction. Oxygen storage is generally a beneficial
attribute of TWCs on stoichiometrically operated gasoline engines because it allows for
the oxidation of CO and HCs during brief oscillations into rich operation. However, in a
passive SCR system, high levels of oxygen storage inhibit the reduction of the catalyst,
preventing the production of NH3 for a significant portion of the rich phase as discussed
in Chapter 3. However, ceria also promotes water gas shift, which is highly beneficial in
a passive SCR system because it aids in the production of NH 3 and eliminates CO
emissions. Because of these two effects, there should be some optimum ceria loading that
allows for sufficient promotion of the water gas shift reaction, while minimizing the
inhibitory effect on the reduction of the catalyst. Still, no research to date has isolated
these individual effects of ceria on TWC performance in passive SCR.
Here, several model Pd/CeOX/Al2O3 catalyst have been synthesized to investigate
the effects of ceria loading on TWC performance in passive SCR. Pd is chosen as the
PGM due to its high performance in previous evaluations [66]. The catalysts have been
characterized using XRD and they have been evaluated for their activity for several
reactions relevant to the performance of TWCs in passive SCR systems. The reactions are
designed to evaluate the production of NH3 using H2 or CO as a reductant as well as the
production of H2 from the water gas shift reaction under cycling conditions. This gives us
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a more fundamental understanding of the chemical processes at play in the previous
commercially formulated catalyst evaluations and allows us to directly track the multiple
effects ceria has on the performance of TWCs in passive SCR systems.

7.2 Experimental
7.2.1 Catalyst Preparation
Several model Pd/Ce/Al2O3 catalysts were synthesized to investigate the multiple
effects of Ce loading on the activity of reactions in a passive SCR system. The
formulations are shown in Table 7.1. The Pd/Ce/Al 2O3 samples were synthesized with
1% Pd and 0 - 10% Ce. The model catalysts were synthesized via sequential wet
impregnation of Ce followed by Pd onto the γ-Al2O3 support. After each impregnation,
the catalysts are calcined in air for 3 hours at 650°C.

Table 7.1: Model Pd/CeOX/Al2O3 formulations

7.2.2 Catalyst Characterization
XRD was used to characterize the catalysts synthesized via wet impregnation and
identify what crystalline phases were present in each sample. The instrument used is a
Rigaku Mini Flex II diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation. The powdered catalyst
samples were scanned at 2θ values from 10 – 80 in order to capture all observable peaks
in the samples.
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7.2.3 Catalyst Evaluation
The powder catalysts are evaluated in a bench scale reactor. The introduction of
gases into the reactor is controlled through several mass flow controllers. Water is
introduced into the apparatus through a temperature-controlled bubbler. The catalysts
were loaded into a quartz U-tube reactor. The temperature of the catalyst was controlled
through a furnace surrounding the quartz tube. During the reaction, the catalyst effluent is
analyzed with an MKS MultiGas 2030 gas phase FTIR.
The catalysts are first reduced at 550°C in 1% H2 and 5% H2O before being
evaluated using the cycling reactive conditions outlined in Table 7.2. These reactions are
used to evaluate the catalyst for the water gas shift reaction (CO + H 2O), the production
of NH3 when CO is used as the reductant (CO + NO + H2O) and the production of NH3
when H2 is used as a reductant (H2 + NO + H2O). In each case, 100 mg of the catalyst is
evaluated using 333 sccm gas balanced by Ar. During each reaction, the catalyst is
exposed to five minutes of rich operation, where no O2 is present, and five minutes of
lean operation, where there is 10% O2 in the reactive mixture. The effluent gas is diluted
to 1000 sccm with Ar to improve time resolution measurements on the FTIR.

Table 7.2: Reaction conditions
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7.3 Results and Discussion
The XRD spectra for the Pd/CeOX/Al2O3 catalysts are shown after impregnation
and calcination in Figure 7.1. The catalyst shows peaks corresponding to PdO, CeO 2, and
γ-Al2O3. From these diffraction patterns, both PdO and CeO2 are highly crystalline. At
low Ce loadings (0.5-1%), the characteristic peaks of CeO2 are too broad and their
magnitude is too low to determine crystallite size. As the Ce loading is increased, the
CeO2 diffraction pattern becomes dominant, and the CeO2 particles become larger up to a
maximum of 11.2 nm. However, despite the changing relative magnitude of the Pd
diffraction pattern, the crystallite size of Pd does not change significantly as more ceria is
added and maintains a crystallite size of 20-25nm.

Figure 7.1: XRD for Pd/CeO2/Al2O3 catalysts. Peaks for γ-Al2O3 (●), CeO2 (■), and PdO
(▲) are identified and labeled in the diffraction patterns.
The production of NH3 during NO, H2, and H2O exposure over each Ce loading is
shown in Figure 7.2. This data indicates that, under these reaction conditions, neither the
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temperature nor the ceria loading has a strong effect on NH 3 production. This is
consistent with previous results from commercial catalyst testing in Chapter 5, where the
performance of the Pd-TWC and the NS-TWC were relatively similar during exposure to
NO, H2, and H2O, and they did not vary significantly as the temperature was increased
from 350°C to 650°C. Just as in that case, the ceria does not play a large role in this
reaction because the reduction of NO by H2 to form NH3 occurs entirely on the noble
metal surface. Because each of these catalysts have roughly equivalent Pd surface area,
they show equivalent activity.

Figure 7.2: Production of NH3 from NO + H2 + H2O
Figure 7.3 shows the production of H2 from the water gas shift reaction. This H2
production is measured based on the disappearance of H 2O, tracked by gas phase FTIR.
Here, there is a significant dependence on the ceria loading on catalyst effectiveness,
which is consistent with previous literature [35,112]. At 350°C, the 1Pd catalyst has no
discernible activity for the water gas shift reaction. As more ceria is added to the
formulation, there is a significant increase in H2 production all the way to 10% ceria.
However, at elevated temperatures of 450-550°C, increasing the ceria loading beyond 1-
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2% has a negative effect on the cycle-averaged production of H 2. This is because, at these
temperatures, ceria is highly active for oxygen storage. This leads to an inhibition in the
reduction of the catalyst, which is a necessary step for NH3 production to begin. Because
of this, the presence of excess oxygen storage beyond 1-2% ceria has a negative effect on
the overall generation of H2 from the water gas shift reaction on a TWC.

Figure 7.3: Production of H2 from CO + H2O
Figure 7.4 shows the production of NH3 during exposure to CO, NO, and H2O.
The trends in this reaction mirror those of H2 production quite closely. However, even at
350°C on the 1Pd catalyst, there is still a fractional NH3 yield of 0.72. This is a very high
yield considering that the catalyst is unable to produce molecular H 2 at this temperature.
Looking at these two reactions together makes it clear that the formation of molecular H 2
is not a necessary step in the production of NH3 over Pd catalysts, which was suggested
in Chapter 5. This means that, under some conditions, NH3 production must occur
through the isocyanate hydrolysis pathway discussed in previous literature. However, as
the ceria content of the catalyst is increased, and it becomes more active for the
production of H2, the NH3 yield also increases dramatically. This illustrates that, while it
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is not strictly necessary, the presence of molecular H2 has a strong positive impact on the
reduction of NO into NH3. This is further illustrated by looking at higher temperature
activities, where the 1Pd catalyst begins to show activity for the water gas shift reaction,
and the NH3 yield is increased accordingly. In this reaction the same detrimental effect of
excess oxygen storage is seen at 450°C and 550°C, where ceria content in excess of 2%
prevents the reduction of the catalyst and outweighs the beneficial effects.

Figure 7.4: Production of NH3 from CO + NO + H2O
7.4 Conclusions
Understanding the fundamental role, or roles, of every component and promoter
in commercially formulated catalysts is an ongoing challenge, and one that often shows a
strong disconnect in the literature. In this chapter, it was shown that, while low loadings
of Ce promote the formation of H2 through increased activity for the water gas shift
reaction, higher loadings tend to inhibit the reduction of the catalyst, creating a lower
overall NH3 production under cycling conditions. Furthermore, the ceria-free 1Pd catalyst
showed very high activity for the production of NH3 at 350°C despite showing no activity
for the water gas shift reaction at the same temperature. This indicates that it is indeed
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possible to produce NH3 without the formation of molecular H2 as suggested in Chapter
5, where several isolated reactions were investigated on the commercial catalyst
formulations. Further indicating the activity of the isocyanate hydrolysis pathway shown
in previous literature. Adding 0.5 weight % Ce allowed for the catalyst to be active for
the water gas shift reaction at this temperature and greatly improved the NH 3 yield. This
shows that, while not necessary, the presence of molecular H 2 is still greatly beneficial to
the production of NH3. However, when more than 2 wt. % ceria was added to the catalyst
formulation, the overall cycling activity began to suffer at elevated temperatures. This is
because the oxygen storage provided by ceria inhibits the reduction of the catalyst, which
prevents the formation of NH3 for a longer period of rich operation.
.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Catalytic emissions control for automobile exhausts presents a challenge due to
the complex reactive nature of combustion products. Even during the operation of a
stoichiometric engine, small transient oscillations will always occur. Furthermore, the
temperature of catalysts can vary dramatically, meaning that we need catalysts that are
active under a wide degree of operating conditions. Much of our fundamental
understanding of TWCs is difficult to use in applied research. This is because most
fundamental research is focused on only a small subset of the reactants present in
automobile exhaust and the catalysts used in these studies are often insufficiently stable
for the operation in a real system. Because of these limitations, most automotive catalysts
are discovered through trial and error, rather than built from a fundamental understanding
of catalyst activity. These challenges are amplified when researching an advanced
emission reduction strategy such as passive SCR. In particular, the long rich phase
operation of required for passive SCR presents a unique challenge for TWCs that must
This dissertation is intended to help bridge the gap between our fundamental
understanding of the reactions that take place on a TWC and the more applied work that
is used for evaluating commercial catalysts and advanced emission reduction strategies.
Beginning from commercial catalysts (Pd-TWC and NS-TWC) and full simulated
exhaust mixtures, the effects of hydrothermal aging at 920°C for 100 hours was
evaluated. Hydrothermally aged catalyst samples were compared to samples degreened at
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700°C for 16 hours. It was found that hydrothermal aging led to increased light-off of
CO, as well as degradation of oxygen and NOX storage components. The increased lightoff temperature is primarily attributed to increases in noble metal particle sizes. This
lessens the metal support interactions and decreases the number of interface sites between
the noble metal and oxide support. These interface sites have been proven to be essential
for both water gas shift and low temperature CO oxidation activity.
Oxygen storage degradation occurs primarily through phase segregation of the
ceria from the alumina support as well as the agglomeration of ceria after segregation.
This means that, for the aged catalyst, there is more total ceria on the surface because of
the phase segregation of the ceria from the alumina, but most of that ceria is contained on
the interior of large particles due to the agglomeration. While this drastically decreased
the low temperature OSC on the catalysts, which is consistent with literature, the high
temperature OSC was increased. The decrease at low temperature is explained by the
decreased surface ceria sites due to the agglomeration of those large ceria particles on the
surface. As the temperature increases and oxygen mobility through the ceria becomes
active, the interior of those large ceria particles becomes active for oxygen storage.
The mechanism for NOX storage degradation is primarily through the formation
of highly stable barium aluminate and barium cerate. The NSC of the catalysts was
drastically decreased across all temperatures tested. The barium mixed metal oxides are
formed at temperatures between 800-900°C, so the catalyst degreened at 700°C did not
have significant deactivation. Generally, NSR catalysts that use barium to store NO X,
only see elevated temperatures briefly during desulfation treatments, but in a close
coupled TWC position, the degradation of the NSC is significant. Because of this, if a
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TWC with NSC were to be used for passive SCR, it would likely need to be positioned
further away from the engine to avoid such rapid degradation.
The next factor that was explored was the effects of realistic concentrations of
sulfur on the activity of the hydrothermally aged commercial TWCs. In this study,
hydrothermally aged samples of both the Pd-TWC and the NS-TWC were exposed to
12.5 hours of 2ppm SO2 under cycling conditions to determine what effect sulfur would
have on the operation of a passive SCR system. The catalysts were evaluated before
sulfation, after sulfation, and after desulfation at 650°C. Both catalysts showed increases
in N2O production, CO and HC slip, as well as a decrease in H2 and NH3 production. The
deactivation of both catalysts was seen primarily in the rich phase. This is attributed to
sulfur’s tendency to form sulfates on the metal oxides during lean operation, while
forming sulfides on the noble metal surface during rich operation. Furthermore, the NSTWC showed stronger overall deactivation than the Pd-TWC, showing much higher HC
slip and N2O production as well as strong deactivation in the conversion of NO X,
particularly later in the rich phase. This is likely due to the high OSC and NSC loading of
the NS-TWC. Both of these components store sulfur in the form of highly stable sulfates,
which leads to a stronger deactivation under these conditions.
The effects of sulfation were further explored through the isolation of individual
reactions on the commercial catalysts. These tests were conducted to try to understand the
reaction pathways that were being deactivated through the sulfation in simulated exhaust.
In addition to the sulfated and desulfated conditions, these catalysts were also evaluated
under continuous SO2 exposure. The results showed that the simulated exhaust results
were not due to a deactivation in the production of NH3 from the direct reduction of NO
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with H2, but rather, the changes were primarily due to the deactivation of H2 production
from the water gas shift and steam reforming reactions, as well as a deactivation in the
reduction of NO by CO and C3H8. Furthermore, the mechanism of deactivation of H2
production on the two catalysts was different. On the Pd-TWC, the primary mechanism
of deactivation was from the water gas shift reaction. This is due to the lower loading of
OSC on the Pd-TWC, leading to fewer interface sites that are available for the reaction.
Deactivation of these relatively sparse sites results in rapid deactivation of the water gas
shift reaction using the intermittent sulfation procedure. However, in the case of the NSTWC, under intermittent sulfation, the catalyst maintained high activity for water gas
shift and its deactivation occurred primarily through deactivation of the steam
reformation reaction. These deactivations explain the changes seen in the simulated
exhaust evaluations.
Under continuous sulfur evaluation, the Pd-TWC showed heavy deactivation in
all evaluated reactions. However, the NS-TWC did not show the heavy deactivation of
steam reforming under continuous sulfation that was observed on the Pd-TWC. In fact,
the NS-TWC generally performed better than the Pd-TWC under continuous SO2
exposure, showing no deactivation of the production of NH3 from NO and H2 under these
conditions. This is likely attributed to the high loading of Pt present on the NS-TWC,
which has been shown to be far more sulfur resistant than Pd.
The final study performed with commercial TWC formulations was an
investigation of the potential mitigation of sulfur effects through the variation in rich
phase λ during cycling. The catalysts in this case were evaluated under continuous
sulfation in order to fully capture the effects seen in the isolated reaction studies. It was
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found that, by operating at lower rich phase λ values, the deactivation of NH3 production
could indeed be almost entirely mitigated, leading to shorter rich phase operation.
Furthermore, under lower rich phase λ values, the NOX conversion was also increased
significantly. However, by operating at a lower rich phase λ, the emissions of CO and
HCs were increased. Thus, there is a tradeoff in the effectiveness of the passive SCR
system that must be considered when choosing operating conditions.
Finally, the multiple roles of ceria were investigated on the TWC in a passive
SCR system. While ceria can be beneficial for catalyst activity for the water gas shift
reaction, large amounts can inhibit the reduction of the catalyst and decrease the NH 3
production in a passive SCR system. Furthermore, it was found that, on the ceria-free Pdonly catalyst, a high production of NH3 was observed at 350°C when the catalyst has no
activity for water gas shift. This shows that molecular H 2 is not necessary for the
production of NH3¸ indicating that the hydrolysis of isocyanate species must play a role at
this temperature. As ceria was added, activity for WGS at 350°C increased rapidly, and
NH3 production increased as well. Therefore, while the formation of molecular H 2 is not
necessary for the production of NH3, it is greatly beneficial, and the mechanism by which
NH3 production occurs may depend heavily on the operation temperature.
The studies presented in this dissertation help paint a clearer picture of the TWC
in a passive SCR system and help us understand the deactivation mechanisms for the
TWC in a more complete way. The simulated exhaust work illustrates how the TWC is
affected by physical and chemical deactivation in realistic automotive exhausts. Through
work isolating individual reactions and studies on model catalysts it has been shown how
both sulfation and the presence of ceria affect the individual reactions that can take place
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on a catalyst. By combining these levels of catalyst examination, we can hope to form a
bridge between the fundamental catalyst studies and the applied work being conducted
throughout the field.
In the future, our understanding of the deactivation mechanisms and formulation
effects on the TWC in passive SCR systems can be further improved by expanding the
studies presented in this dissertation. One key point is that this work has focused
primarily on the continuous operation of a passive SCR system using operational
temperatures of 350°C – 650°C. This is realistic for simulating the system during
operation, but cold start emissions are a major concern in real exhaust systems. This was
partially addressed in chapter 3, where the effects of hydrothermal aging on the
qualitative changes in light-off of CO oxidation were monitored during aging. Still, the
effects of hydrothermal aging and sulfur exposure on cold-start activity using simulated
exhaust conditions were not conducted. In the future, more attention should be paid to the
catalyst behavior during light-off in passive SCR systems.
Our understanding of the effects of hydrothermal aging on TWC activity could be
improved by investigating activity differences in isolated reactions between the
hydrothermally aged catalyst samples and the degreened catalyst samples. While the
current work has shown the general effects of hydrothermal aging on the simulated
exhaust activity, conducting work similar to the isolated reactions presented in Chapter 4
would allow for the deconvolution of these effects, potentially illuminating the individual
effects leading to the changes observed in hydrothermal catalyst activity.
Regarding sulfation, additional work should be conducted to understand the
effects of continuous sulfation under a wider range of temperatures. This was partially
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addressed in Chapter 6 where the effects of rich phase λ on the sulfation behavior of the
TWCs was examined. However, these measurements were only conducted at 350°C and
550°C. These experiments should be expanded to include intermediate temperatures to
gain a better understanding of catalyst sulfation.
The isolated reaction studies shown in Chapter 5 are helpful for understanding the
effects of sulfation on key rich phase reactions, such as water gas shift and steam
reforming. However, in these examinations, there was no oxygen present in the rich
phase. This was necessary to directly compare the activity of the reactions in the absence
of oxygen, but it also prevents the determination of changes in the oxidation of the
different reductants present in the rich phase has not been sufficiently examined. In the
future, these isolated reaction studies should be expanded to examine the changes in
reductant oxidation during rich operation. This can be accomplished by including oxygen
at a low concentration and comparing it to the results presented here. This will allow for
an even greater understanding of catalyst deactivation in the presence of sulfur.
Finally, more rigorous examinations of catalyst formulation effects will be an
essential part of guiding the design of TWCs for passive SCR systems. In this work, a
commercially formulated Pd-TWC and NS-TWC were compared. These catalysts have
many formulation differences that make it difficult to attribute changes in catalyst activity
to specific changes in catalyst formulation. This issue was partially addressed in chapter
7, where the effects of Ce loading were examined. However, there are many other
formulation effects that have yet to be explored. Specifically, the contribution of each
PGM to the overall catalyst activity is an important consideration. While Pt and Pd are
both very active for oxidation reactions, previous research has indicated that Pd shows
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better activity for the production of NH3 in a passive SCR system. However, as this work
has illustrated, the catalyst with high levels of Pd showed significantly stronger
deactivation during continuous sulfation compared to the catalyst with Pt. In the case of
Rh, while it has been shown to be very active for NO decomposition, it has also been
sown to be active for NH3 decomposition, which could potentially inhibit the production
of NH3 in a passive SCR system.
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